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LOCAL AFFA1H8
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BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

Sheep lost
Bijou the ttre
Fouud—Dory

Liberty Loan, Coupon Bond,

Full

paid Coupon Knuds of the Fourth Liberty Loan
ready f-»r delivery.

Ku 1

t>(Tcet, Nov. 11, 1918
MAILS RBCK1VBD.

we

Week Day*.
From West—6 47 a m; 4.81 p m.
From East— 11.11, a in; 6.24 p ro.

for

Doing Wbst- 10.40 a m; 5.50 p m.
Going East—6.15 a jn; 3.55 p m.

1’tense call for your Coupon bond—and if you wish,

will Die for Sife Keepimr, giving our
receipt.
Out-of-iow u suosenheis are requested to write us
whether coupon Is mils are to be forwarded or

MAILS CI.OSB

filed

Safe-Keeping.

I)o it to-day,

please!

lVKtrHKK
Week

For

BIJOU THEATRE
FELLOWS
ODD

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
in
inches for the twenty-four hours
given

BUILOINO

Wednesday, Dec. 4. —Metro Film Co., Viol* Dan* io 5-act play ‘•Opportunity.”
World Film Co., Kitty Gordon in 5-ict play “The PorDle
Thursday, Dec. 6

ending

at

midnight.J

Weather
conditions

—

Temperature

Lily."

Friday, Dec. «.-Paramount Film Co.

Sawyer.”

Jack Pickford in 5-act play

12

“Tom

Wed
Thun
lri

•Saturday, Dec. 7.—William 8. Hart in 8-act play. -‘The Patriot.”
Monday, Dec. 8-Third Episode ot “The Lion's Claws.” War News.
Tuesday, l>ec 10. Paramount Film Co., Sessue Hayakawa in 5-act play “Hidden Pearls.”
t’otninc Dec. 23-24—“Hearts of the Wo-ld," with Poston Symphony Orchestra,
8

Tuesday,

| From

.—----

jj

KUSWOKTH.

IN

24-

37-

26—

86—

41

42—

—

fc-at

forenoon
clear

m

16-

Precip-

itatiou

fair

to the united

This

is

Coffee,

lb, 22c

the last week

at

this

1-2 lb, 19c

Baker Cocoa,
It's

the lowe t

1

price

kuow

we

Starch,

Pure Corn

here i»

Pure Baroados
want
Ifjruukind

s<

price

uuue

of

8 oz, 6c
better

Molasses,
gal„ $ LOO

methiug

good try

extra

this

ilt’s

a

large

arc BOM

tetter

eSCh, $1.25

and

is

ill of

family of Bar Harbor
spen
Thanksgiving wi.h his sister, Mrs.
L. .Vi. Dodge.

25c

high grade

(R)

Tartar,

jn

Brand
10-pound

Compound

Salmon,

Better order

Uncle John

here

tin J. Thorsen

to-day at this price

cane

and

maple

sugar

Hebe Brand Milk, 16 oz. can, 13c
Made from milk and

I

xT**
^_^Cash

Goods at Lowest Prices if you trade at the Cash Store

and

in

were

Ells-

Tuesday.

|

H^s^risrE:s7~3
Carry” Grocej^^EjJ^wortK^y

subject

m

rning

war

work

w

of Kev.

J.

W. Tickle’s

ser-

Unitarian church next Sunday
ill be, “Testing the True Gold.”

The adjourned meeting of the Unitarian
parish will he held at the vestry parlor
next Friday evening. A large attendance
is desired.

[ Mrs. Hannibal Hamlin and her niece,
| Mias Ellen Butler, of Bangor, spent
I Thanksgiving with Mrs. Hamlin’s son,
H. E.

Hamlin.

The woman’s club met yesterday afterwith Mrs. Emma G.

noon

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

R. B. Mathews gave
on current events.

lie

ore

out my stock of GROCERIES and I’RO\ ISIONS
Here are some prices that will help to
JANUARY 1.

H

90c
29c

meyhee Molasses, gal
Vinegar, gal.
J,ess than^'resent wholesale price)
Canned Baked Beans,

Armour’s Rolled Oats, pkg.,
'Hite Pea Beans, «jt.,
Salt Pork, 11».,

14c
y 28c
28c
28C

■

-----

These

are

but

few of the

a

Large stock
Come early before

selling-out prices.

of

CANNED GOODS at great reduction.
best bargains are snapped up.

Wiswell.

Rev.

interesting

talk

both of

Henry

C.

married

Ellsworth,
Smith,
on Thanksgiving day by Rev. B. H. Johnw-ere

Baptist

of the

church.

ed,

large attendance is desired.

a

Lucy Emery of Bangor and her
daughter, Mrs. Lawrence E. Gott, and
two children of Swampscott, Mass., were
Harriet
Thanksgiving guests of Mrs.
Curtis Smith.
Mrs.

Fred E. Coleman and farai'y were here
spend Thanksgiving at their home.
They will return this week to Auburn,
where Mr. Coleman has employment in
the Ault-Williamson shoe factory.
to

The vacancy in the office of superintendent of schools of the Ellsworth union
has not yet been filled. The school board
bas in hand several applications, and will
a

super-

John F. BresnaI bau, with the American forces in France,
written since the armistice was declared,
report that he wis in thi last “big jam,”
but he came out a'l right, and “it can’t be
Letters received from

J.

119

Firo,

THOM PSON

A.

too

Reprasenting
OF

Insurance

Co

&

SON

a
on

from

of

the Iwdinir rnnii>«"ir*

this aim

• <tui

...

RAW FURS
C. HERBERT PERRY
M«»loian and Kandmaster

Heud we your fur*: g* check by teium mai
I <i». not c im 10 pay, ‘i r/t n»* r** lh *" t*1®®1
dt-a eta.nut will pay the hiKheat »nai kei friceKur» «.eni f**r exaiutnati *u aun quoiiiiou etunit'd promptly if price not accepted
F*

Ellsworth.

M

YOUNG

South MancocU,
Fifty years iu llie buxii cp*.

■ •

Maine
d *•»111 ou neck

of

thrown

was

from her

car-

few weeks ago, receding a severe
one leg, and tetanus
developed

that.

Work at the office of the
tion

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSI R^CE

Moore, who bas been
tetanus, or lockjaw, is
this week as slightly improved.
ill

Moore

riage
cut

some

me

iet

John A.

Mrs.

seriously
reportsd
Mrs.

HARiFORU, CONN.

C. o. burrill

to

U. S. A.”

MAIN STREET

Marine and Automobile Insurance

The Equitable Fire and Marine

soon

back to the old

board

h

practically

local

exemp-

completed,

though the oflioe will‘remain open until
further notice, with K. A. Flye of the
Chief Clerk Roderick
board in charge.
K Manley of Islesford and Assistant Clerk
Tbibedeau of Norway, have completed
their work, and left to-day.
All
hours

to g

and

t

Ellsworth

proper

to do after

school

in

victory girls

wishing

work

Saturdays,

telephone

Mrs.

Higgins, who has been appointed
employment agent. All housewives who
Maude

have silverware to

clean, dusting,

clean-

Profits, $150,000

q/’Ellsworth, Maine

I

j;

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

Plymouth

for

a Honing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy hut
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.

Like

re-

ami

in the

bay.

Bangor.
missing is

was

have

Hancock County Savirgs Bank
.Vfame

Ellsworth,

McMullen, which she
resumed, is now living

She says the report that he is
evidently an error. She has

Suppose You Should Have

a

Fire To-Night?

received letters from him
has

been

in

saying that he
hospital recovering from

a

grangers’ day
annual meeting

Next

be called to order at 10

Taplry Building:,

a. m.

of

will deliver
the

Prof.

an

will

elect

Emery

and

will

Dur

and

some

officers.

“The

on

Economical

The

dustries.

born in Eden

Julian

Spirit of VVholeLiving on the

and lived

before.

quite

The

seventy-four years ago

Bar Harbor until

in

but
one

two

and

Miss

Harbor

held

was

in

Bar

Thursday.

it took

have

soon

a

This assertion

tine brass
may

Leslie

from

bis

summer

home

at

on

He was a young man of splendid character, and a favorite witn all who knew
him. The family has the heartfelt sympathy of all here, as well as in Bangor and

Brewer, where the family formerlyresided.
Sad

indeed

which

this

will

be

the

Christmas,

family had looked ahead,

anticipation

of

a

reunion

w'ith

to
in

their sol-

J

gor, located on the railroad shore at Green
Lake, w as burned early Thursday evening.

:

The

cottage was saved by hard
large part of the contents of
! the Thornton cottage was saved by ready
two

John

Dolliver,
Stanleys,

ice

buildings
plants. All

store of

General

King, $15,000: J. L

Abbott

work,

ana a

volunteers.
The fire is attributed to

tramps. There
of the cottages
have been entered by tramps, who nave
usually confined themselves to helping

are

evidences that several

themselves

to

food and occupying the
other contents of the
camps undisturbed.

beds, leaving the

Stanley & Sons.
Cold Storage
Dolliver, $7,500;

Southwest Harbor

the loss.

EVENTS.

OMINti

ItoBltKKY

A I

SrOMNGTON.

Daylight Burglar ies flirl Attendant
ami Kobs Jlouey Drawer.

Returning

to her store at 5

o’clock

on

Miss Emma
afternoon.
Dow. a milliner in Stonington, found her
young Italian assistant, Ida Magno. about

Thanksgiving

Saturday, Dec. 7, at Hancock hall, Ellsmeeting of Green Moun-

worth—Annual
tain

Pomona grange

Dec. 11 and 12, at

rear

of

which

the

had

store, while the money
contained $60, was

iflu. lUtocUUiUv

drawer,
broken

open, and the money gone.
Dazed w ith fright, after being unbound
by D. Jewett Noyes, whose store is just

rnoine

across

j

Hancock hall—Metho-

dist fair.

sixteen years of age, lashed to the footboard of the bed iti the living room in the

La-

Point, and has interested himself
organizing a baud tor Ellsworth. Mr.
Perry has had considerable experience in

the

follows:

as

means cover

a

in

killed

was

“Missing” Bluehill Boy Reported*
Lin wood Perkiun of Bluehill, with the
Frank
Co., $50,000;
American forces in France, recently reJohn Hopkins, $20,000.
as “missing in action," has written
The property is for the most part well ported
i his father, C’apt. F. K. Perkins of Bluehill,
insured, but the insurance will by no that he is all right and well.

little definite and premature under the
circumstances, but it is ventured on the
facts that follow. Q. Herbert Perry, musician and bandmaster, has recently moved
here

Frank

by

of

plants

many smaller
different
to the

is

$35,000;

or

seem

fish

were

losses

he swung around to fire at
the cat, his aim was not very careful. At
any rate he missed, and both wildcat and
fox escaped.
Ellsworth will

the

wharf and

and as

cornet band.

|

in

was

destroyed. The end of the
buildings thereon were saved.
of the
A rough estimate
principal

these

start out

a

whole shore-front

and

attached

L. Adams, out hunting near
pond last week, bad the start of
bis life. Separating from his
bunting
companion, he picked out a warm spot in
a
clearing and sat down to watch for
He had not been there long when
game.
he saw a fox, apparently unaware of his
As
presence, sniffing along the ground.
Mr. Adams caught sight of the fox, the
animal disappeared behind a knoll. While
waiting, with rifle poised, for the fox to
reappear, something caused Mr. Adams to
turn, and there, only a few feet front him,
stood au immense wild cat, staring at him.

him.

the

DeWitt

of the outbreak there.

spread rapidiy,

flames

Storage
and
Hopkins
cottages owned
houses,

Mr. Adams admits that

In

Private

Saturday before the armistice was
signed, after having seen a year of service.
He was a member of the famous Co. Q. of
Bangor and saw service with that company on the Mexican border, at the time

The

Co.,

Patten

of

France
the

out of

meu

The tire spread to the Ash-curing establishment of J. L. Stanley & Sous, the
of the Southwest Harbor Cold
plant

sisters, Mrs. Jeanette Bunker
Miriam Higgins, all
of Bar
funeral

of

the

facilities of dier-son.
fire-fighting
the town were wholly inadequate, and
!
Green Lake Cottage Burned.
help was sent from Bar Harbor, arriving I The
cottage of J. D. Thornton of Banin time to be of valuable assistance.

seventeen years of age.
He
brother, George P. Higgins,

Harbor. The

number

the

the

soon

flames.

been spending the winters at the soldiers’
home, and left here for that purpose, in
bis usual health.
Mr. Higgins served in
the 1st Maine heavy artillery, enlisting
when

wind

and

years ago. Here he had conducted a small
store on Fourth street.
Recently he had

leaves

estimated at

of the tire is unknown.

cause

high

tilteen

some

a

Vakes

DeWitt and wife received tbe sad
Saturday, that their o'de«t son,
Arvaril, had been killed in action in

employment.
The tire started shortly after midnight
Sunday night, in the general store of
Leslie King, formerly tne Ward store. |

Higgins

Mr.

loss is

Hoy

new*, on

$100,000.
Manset, in the town of Southwest Harand
across the harbor from Southbor,
west Harbor village, is the center of the
important fish-curing industry. The fire
destroyed the larger part of these establishments, with a big stock of cured ti-*h,

John Higgins of Ellsworth died Tuesday, Nov. 26, at the soldiers’ home in
Togus, where he had gone for the winter
was

total

Ellsworth

Supreme Sacrifice.
Ellsworth, Dec. 3 (Special)—

S. VV.

above

and threw

less than two weeks

North

swept the greater part of the water
early Monday morning,
wiping ou„ tne most important of its inFire

front of Manset

a

install

speak

I

KILLED IN ACTION.
Another

to Mshing Industry of
Desert Island 1’owii

dt

Simmons of Orono

address at this time.

hour

Real Estate

Telephones: Office 14, Residence 40-3

Seven* Blow

picnic lunch will be
served io the banquet hall of the Odd
Fellows building.
At 1.30 the meeting
will be called to order, and the grange
noon

St.

SVVKKPS II ANSKT.

FIRK

form,

without

69 Main

iu

Mayor Hagertby will give an adwelcome, to be responded to by

Bridges.

Bro.

Insurance and

Pomona grange will be
hall.
The meeting will

Hancock

held at

be

w.

o.

the effects of gas, and is now able to walk
about the city. His last letter was dated
November 9.

Martin

Thursday club of the Congregational society will give a supper to the
their
husbands Friday
members and
evening at 6-30, at the Congregational
vestry.

probably meet this week to elect
intendent.

O. S. COTTLE

in

and

The annual meeting of Irene chapter,
O E.S., will beheld Friday evening. As
officers for the ensuing year will be elect-

The

Reduce the High Cost of Living

Libby’s

an

L. Curtis and

Harriet

Mrs.

son

I will close

son

ing

at the

foundering

name

when

the united

and

UnionTrust Company!

J

reports that the schooner

crew

maiden

First payment
fund pledges are

on

f

guard station for
ou
Monday the

and

towed to

was

and her

dress of

The

Quality

Boston

and

due, and should be paid
to the local chairman, Kev. J. W. Tickle.

vegetable fats

of the schooner

crew

to the coast

The

Dodge and son Harold of Bar
(arbor spent
Thanksgiving with his
parents, George E. Dodge and wife.

mon

You Get

New York, and Mar-

$100,000

Surplus

LeoJ. McMullen, reported “missing in
action” in the casualty lists from France,
his address being given as Ellsworth,
is the son of Mortimer Jellison, formerly
of
Ellsworth. Mrs. Jellison,
whose

to

H. C.

qt„ 50c

York for East-

The

Saturday will
days
Ellsworth, when the

few

a

Capital,

Mass.,

from New

Green Mountain

of

Monday

worth

returned

nusinesB.

on

Pearl S. Thorsen of

can, 19c

Syrup,

J.

Woorifo.ds

lb. 32c

c»ns

Drummey
Monday, after

.\1.

taken

came near

Moon and

Mrs.

Circle

Pink

can

la made from

Puritan Brand Brooms,
There

Libby’s Canned Spinach, can,

bound

was

pairs.

work fund.

war

addressed the

Plymouth,

from

✓

hat the schooner Storm Petrel was
says
towed in there* Monday, by men of the
Gurnet coast guard, having lost sails and

schooner

M. Holl >way of Brockton, Mass.,
last week to spend the wiuter here.

H. D.

despatch

Sunday night,

Cassius
came

Climax

A

fair
fair
fair

Hoy C. Haines arrived home last evening
on a ten-days’ furlough.
The Ellsworth Soldier Bovs’ club gave

foO

he

!

mother, Mrs.
Susan Cushman, left Thursday evening
for Boston, w here Mrs. Cushman will
spend the winter. Mr. Peters joined his
wife in Boston Saturday, and they proceeded
to
Washington. Congressman
Peters’ private secretary, John F. Know 1ton, with Mrs. Knowlton, left for Washington Friday night.

port with coal.

V3
30cloudy
precipitation. Nov. 4.14 inches.
Average temperature, Nov. 40.9°
Nov. 1917, 35,4

Cany’Savin9&

Your account is invited.

I

Friday

Peters left

Mrs. Peters and her

fair

Wiggin

]

January.

part of her rigging in the gale Sunday.

cloudy

Station Agent U. D.
bronchial pneumonia.

oruA

|

by the

She

Total

~£gah

(

to take South

If you need the services of a well-equipped
bank, we would be pleased to assist you in any
way within the scope of safe banking.

•

for

Capt. Tapper

depositors

our

promptly—carefully—satisfactorily.

from

hail

fair.floudy

—

pieces.

will

and

We handle the business of

|

j

Fla. She will be owned by
the Southern Menhaden Co. of Jacksonville. It is expected the boat will be ready

was

27—
24-

•29-

j

El.hworth to take command of the auxili-

afternoon

40—

Prompt, Satisfactory Banking

in

ary fishing boat being built at the yards
of the Ellsworth Foundry &
Machine
Works. The boat will be christened the

merce.

Ending at Midnight
D*c. 3, 1918.

is

of New York

Rotanan cluoandthe Chamber of Com-

postotBce half

at

Mrs.

girls.

Congressman John A.
for Waterville, where

AT POSTOFFIC8

Registered mail should be
hour before mail closes.

to

put them in touch

Capt. Robert Tapper

middle of

an

I

the

wants

,

Jacksonville,

KLLf-WORTH FOSTOFF1CK.

Jn

are

their

and she will

Alexis I. du Pont,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT

teleDhone

Higgins,
wan

Equity hearing
Klk.S
J A Thompson—Insurance
J A Haynes—Cash aud carry
C 8 Cottle—Closing out sale
Miss Mary A Stockbridge—Christmas sale

Paid, Subscribers
now

should

—Ford chains

ELLSWORTH, MAINE
To Fourth

KRK

W

atibertiscmentB.

in?, children to be cared for, dinners and
parties to be served, ehc.,

refreshments at

the street, and to w hom Miss Dow
alarm, the girl said that she was

gave the

Miss Mary A. Stockbridge
Will open

her

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS

SALK, Wednesday, J>ec. 11, in the Jewelry
Store of E. E.

Joy,

Main Street.

cleaning the store and turning to go to
this work, and those who realize what be | the shed, when she was suddenly condid in the organization of a band from fronted in the dusk by a tall, roughlymasked
with some
limited material at Lamoiue, need no fur- i dressed stranger,

j

recommendation.

ther

good band material,
had oauil
band

some

experience,

instruments

men

experienced
has

been

who have

has

Last

be members of the

Perry,

some

line outside.

and there are many
scattered about the

band

made.

clothes which had

has

been lacking is an
leader, and that is now
available in Mr. Pirry. Already progress
town.

All that

Ellsworth

evening,

band

met

with instruments.

ten wouldwith

Mr.

she made
1

an

been

hanging

on

the

Threatening to kill her if
outcry, he led the girl into

the back room, shut off from the store by
a curtain, and tied her to the footboard of
He then broke open the money
the bed.
drawer, and went as be bad come.
Sheriff
Sheriff Weacott and D*outv
Reuben Cousins are working on the case.

Mr.

Perry
All The Sugar You Want.
wants to get together all those wishing to
Restrictions on the purchase of sugar
be hi lhe band, especially those with band !
exjierieiice. The members of the Lamoiue for consumption in homes and public eathand are also to be invited to join. He ing places were removed yesterday by the
Increase in tue
would also like to locate * a id instru- food administration.
ments, even if tbe o.vnern do not wish to supply of Louisiana cane and western beet
join ihe band. A good lesder, good ma- sugar, and expectation that the new
te ial, some
good instruments, and. to Cuban crop will negiu to arrive soon,
repeat, Ellsworth will

soon

have

a

good

permit the abandonment
ration

system.

ot

the

sugar

two

prizes

1 CENT'S COAT CHAIN
1 LADY’S NECK CHAIN

parties who buy,
between now and Christmas
the most Nyal Heme lies the
one buying the most having
first choice.
to the two

ALEXANDER’S PHARMACY
BO Main Strict.

tHsmrth, Me.

90brrtt«rai nits.

SSnmivm.ni*

MAINE ORGANIZATIONS TAKE
PART IN “CONSERVATION FOR
WORLD RELIEF CAMPAIGN”

THE JOY OF
MOTHERHOOD

people

American

in

forcible manner
need of saving
food and sharing it
with the Allies and
liberated nations, the U S Food Ad
ministration has named the presen
week, (December 1st to 7th 1 as "Von
serration Week for World Relief
Clergymen, food conservation work
ers. school children, heads of fraternal
patriotic organizations, women's clubs
etc., are co-operating in haring a di
Hoovei
Herbert
reel message from
a

the

reach the public.
"Conservation is vital to the reliei
The Harvest sea
stricken Europe.
son has come and gone and whatevei
food is exported must come from out

surplus and from our savings, very
largely the latter,” says the Food Ad
Certain foods such a?
ministration.
meats, fats and dairy products it is
trne. are produced throughout the year
but even these depend largely on feeds
and fodder, supplies of which are limited and cannot be replenished uniil

|

j

established to make am n
and It cannot L
c omplished through spread of anar' >
mother of e"*-Famine is
There

tender eyes at every pane.
And spite ol wind and sb f'ing rain.
From square and alley, street and lane.

Jflutual iJmrfil Coltimn
KD1TKI* BV

Its

Motto:

*tC!«I

“liel-pful

are

Thee»gerpe pie

and Ho.

efui.

The purpose of thV column are »u«**in> >
I
the title an<1 mouo—It l« for the mot
oenetit, and alms to •* helpful and hopeful
KHn* for the common good, It In for the common u*e—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and nuxgestton, a medium tor the 1*.
In this capacity It solicits
’ercbanjr* ot Mean
communications, anil Its success depends largely
on the support (riven It In this re-jvect
Com-,
munlcatlons must be fdjrneo, hut the nnme of
writer will not be prli-ted except oy permission
Communications will l>e subject to approt at or
rejection by the editor of Ok* column, hut non
will oc rejected without xood reason
Addre—
a CURiniUlllCMtloDfUi
rut

AUKKI

The bells boom

out to the

cloud*

.viadge has not bad more help in
filling it.” This word (rum her is much
appreciated. 1 have eaten some of the
oatmeal bread, aud it is excellent, shall

deep

message to
interest in tbe

many

hapuy

make

RECIPKtt.

home-coming*

to

Thanksgiving

drum*

j

for the

home-coming
e. there will
t>e the mingling of happiness and sadness,
hs is the case always, in
war.
An author
of long ago wrote these words. “In peace,
children bury their parent*:
in war.
in all

Bread.

—

Two

rolled

cups

1

with

pint boiling water poured
over. 3 tablespoons sugar, 1 level table*
spoon salt, 2 tablespoons *horlenmg. 1 cup
raisins, 1 yeast cake dissolved in 1 cup
tepid water. Add to mixture when cool.
Flour to knead stiff Hiseover night.—C.

outs

you, “K,” for the fine poem so
life at the present time, when

many are locking
of “the boys.” As

some soou.

Oatmeal

E.

Thank

*1 still keep up nay
column, and regret tbit

u»:

Aunt

much

day.

true

beat tumultuously.
And the martial music's era*b and cry
all
the
Make
city dumb
1 be

to

am

her

I abould like to be
at your
-reception.” I do send love and kind
wishes for all ami have no donbt there will be

sky,

good

Alexia, aud 1

th-ir homes again.
they
Changed as by many years;
But leaning out front the gazing bands
Many a woman silent stands.
Who longs to grasp their hard b' wu hands
A..o a-&n ihciu wuh their tears.
iJ'nr iusi .Vadge:
1 often think how

de

is

from
you again.
glad to have tbe recipes.
W. rds of svmpatby and
remembrance
of others through the column are certainly “helpfui” words. 1 Dope it will
encourage the
younger contributors to
know wbat our honored
nonagenarian,
“C,” who sent tbe recipes below, says in

come to

!*

Itll-w*rih.

come.

It

bear

Haggard with toil, fatigue and pain.
Soiled and smoky with battle stain.
Bark

riait»t In

cause we do not want

be

for wrongs done,

Oatmeal

li

Muffins

Three-fourths

rolled oats, 1 cup sour milk, */S
soda, salt, 1 egg, 1 tablespoon

c

up

teaspoon

sugar, 1
Four milk over oats and soak
cup flour.
overnight. In moruing add dry in* diwith beaten e»<,
pan iu hot oven.-C.

nd

ems

aStorrtisrmrnts.

D UOHNUTR

MOLAsmE*

bake

O

molasses, 1 egg, \ cup of

e

i..

m

g

cup

of

nnlk,

sour

1

teaspoon of ineiteu nutter or lard. 1 even
less poem f u I of soda, ml
a I spice
to taste
Alexia.

Tea

4ina in

hot

a

oven

THE

ALLIES.

from

a

spoon

in a

moderate

oven.--

way.

Right

Leon

HANCOCK.

were

Stewart aud Mias Christie McK .y
home from the
Ellsworth high

school and Mias Frances Cleaves from the
Bar Harbor high school, for ihe Thanks-

INSTANT PQSTUM
a man on

nans

Alexia,

Irving Stewart is home from Auburn.
John A. McKay was home from Calais
last Tuesday.

makes the smile.

instead of coffee

into

giving

recess.

E. L. McKay, who has been on a bunting trip to Lambert Like, came home last
Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving. He

puts

Drought

the way

home a

deer.

Dec. 2.

health and
a reason”
“there's
success,

smiling

M.

MAHLBOKO.
Miss

Ruth Kemick,

ment iu

1
^

Dexter,

who baa

is Dome

for

a

employdays.

few

Shirley Hodgkins a id wife have gone
Methuen, Mass., for the winter.

to

Dec. 2.

<„

Reducing Consumption People

By

United

the

States

Averted

caseiTor

of

Temple of 3«0 Lincoln Ave.. Deuwftlt, Ohio, suffered *>p
years with Inflammation of the mucous linings of the stomach
jna
bowels.
According to his own story he did not eat a meal for fl
without distress.
"I am
He says:
Feruna Is sold everywhere.
You
a farmer and must be exposed to
may buy it In either liquid
t ib_
all kinds of weather. After years let form.
Ask for Dr.
Hartman’*
of
suffering, a druggist recom- Well Known Peruna
Tonic and ^
mended Pemna.
1 took all together
you are seeking health take
nothin*
five bottles and am a well man.
else. Insist upon Feruna.
Formerly, 1 could not do a day's
If
are
you
sick
and
work.
Now. farm, work does not
suffering,
fatigue me In the least Feruna Is write The Peruna Company.
the best medicine and tonic on the 77. Columbus. Ohio, for Dr Hartmarket.
Time only strengthens my man's Health Book.
The bo*k j9
admiration
for It,
especially for free and may help you. Ask your
catarrh and colds.
dealer for a Peruna Almanac.

Famine at Home In Spite
of Low

J.

->

Supplies.

The fact
that the people of the
Culled States were able to reduce by
more than one-half million ton* their I
July. August, September and October
of sugar proves conclutheir war eon science urns
thoroughly awakened ami that the
country as a whole stood ready to follow the Injunctions of the Government.
Our normal consumption of augur In
the four-month period beginning with
July has been 400000 tons per month.
a
total of l.OUO.OUO for the quaner

consumption

Dept!

j
!

sively that

(

j

!

•he Mil'Mfiatrd in

COUNTY] NEWS

a

sugar stringency I

In July, when
began to reach Its height, consumption

j

Capt. F. E. Hragdon
in town Saturday.

East Sullivan

of

At.B.

Mr**.

choose

we

may

return

to

Hazel

normal home use of sugar, and
Furope. with the release of ships to go
far afield, can maintain its recent restricted rations.
If. however. those
nations are to Increase their use of
sugar very considerably It must be by
our
continued
with
them
sharing
our

(trough

limiting

our

own

Hopkins at

William

the Penobscot

Andrews and

were

Fred

L. Goodwin

tract of land from
Sullivan

last

purchased

Charles

AMERICAN SPIRIT
RELIED ON TO WIN.

tbe radio station

was taken ill of
influenza
immediately taken to the Eastern
general hospital in Bangor, where

improving.

ia

George Stickney, who has been ia Amherst looking after his bouaebold
effects,
left Friday for Bangor.
While here be
sold bis horse to Nabura Jordan.
Nov. 30.
$
LAMOINE.

Capt. Fred L. Hodgkins
for

and

w>?e

esrt

Florida Tuesday.

Thanksgiving services were held n the
Thursday evening.
K. F. Young and wife were Thanksgiving guests of Kev. W. H. Kite and
church

wife.

Holt and wife of S;utb
spent Thanksgiving day witb
Mra. Shirley T. Holt and family.
Senator A. B.

Goulds boro

Mrs. Mary Coohdge and daugh’er Abwere guests of
Misa Olive L'oolidge
and mother on Thanksgiving day.
bie

De*. 2.

K

H.

at East

I

begin

«i

SWAN’S ISLAND.
G.

large

a

M.
week.

of bis brother.

Smith

has

looking

been

man

on

Alice

has

gone to

Part land

business.
Gross

and

Mi*a

H»-!en

Boneey were home from the Kockland
high school for Thanksgiving.

land

In the light of succeeding events It
Merritt T. Ober of Northeast Harbor has
Interesting to iccall the confidence ]
a crew of men here setting up a portable
with which the United States food
Administrator viewed the gloomy out- mill, preparing to cut all the lumber on
look In July of 1017. when this coun- ( bis property, the company lands.
I. C. Workman and i. W. Nash, who
try had been In the war for less than
four months and the Hermans were have been working in tbe shipyard in
steadily sending the western front
Bangor, came borne last week. Mr. Nash
nearer and nearer to Prrls.
will go to Bath to work in a few days.
“Even though the situation In EuWarren J. Smith, l\ S. N. R, who has
rope may be gloomy today,” be de- ! been in Halifax several
months, is at
dared
In
a
public statement, "no home for a few days’ furlough. He is on
American who has knowledge of the
tbe U. 8. 8. Katrina, formerly the steam
results already obtained in every diyacht of Mrs. Thomas Ewing, one of our
rection aeed have one atom of fear
summer residents.
that democracy will not defend Itself
Tbe several cases of influenza here are
In these United States."
all better, and tbe schools will open tbi«
week. Camden D. Sargent, who has been
LOYALTY IN LITTLE
very ill of pneumonia, is improving fast.
Fred

New

Mias

soon.

Wellington Sargent, V. 8. N. K. F from
at Bar Harbor, has been
in town several days, helping in the care

THINGS LAST PROOF
OF PATRIOTISM

F.

and Boston

K. Pick more and
Mr*.
the

Btckmore

past

three

wife returned
has

been

months,

id

l**t

Port-

receiving

medical treatment.

Is

without murmuring cut
allowance
from
four
pounds a month to three and then as
long as need be to two pounds for loyalty a sake.

ret am

was

Maine
he

in

Doyle

and

week,

lumbering

sugar

will

Cleveland 0.

Peter Giles
and

Ellsworth taut week for an operation on
little daughter
Norma, bv Dr
Knowlton.

cousump

Americans

8he
in

their

tion.

their

school* ter

Kenniston i* visiting
aon.

week to her borne

next

Exchange

wife

E.

Marion

at the home of her

■

we

the

Croabv ha* returned from B«mg<*r
was called by the (lines* of
hi*
daughter.

In Aureduced to 200.000 ton*.
C. H. Workman wsnt to Bath Monday
gust only 323.000 tons went Into dis
to work in (be shipyard.
trihutlon and in September only 279,
tk)0 tons.
In October the distribution j George E. Bartlett went to Bangor this
week, looking for employment.
fell to 280,000 tons.
Mrs. Abbie Sinclair, with two children,
If the general public had failed to
is visiting relative* in Ellsworth.
observe the injunctions of the Food
this
Administration
would
country
Charles H. Southards and
wife will
have been In the throes of a sugar
leave this week to spend the winter in
fandne before the end of August. Our Boston.
visible supplies were ho low u« to bring
Granville Higgins and wife of Brewer,
great anxiety to those familiar with
with children, are visiting Warren Smith
the sugar situation. They feared th.n
and wife.
it would he absolutely Impossible to
Leonard T. Jellison of Boston, who hareduce consumption to a point where
been visiting r«l«tiv»s* here several days,
sugar would no longer be a mere luxreturned home Inst week.
ury in the American diet
Misses
Lura and
Hazel Andrews of
Few accomplishments of the Food
Administration will stand forth so pre- Bangor spent Thanksgiving with their
dominantly as this reduced consmup
parents, John Andrews and wife.
tton of sugar. By It we have been able
Mrs. Lutlla
Dunbar is visiting her
to bridge over the period of stringent*.?
Ka«t Sullivan
while her
parents at
nntil the new* beet and I»uisiana cam* husband has
employment at Bath.
sugar crops wN re in sightGerard
Hopkins has employment in
Now the nation is in a position an
Bangor at Alfred Jones Son’s, and MisIf

or

where he

ww*

was

that

«m*

day*.

It'*
L K

SORRENTO.

yea r.
our

h

body.

v\

Mr.

a

Dec. 2.
TUrrUarnurxfc

after tbe

railroad and

express business for him during his illness.

Tuesday, Nov.
j drews
wife

38, while William Anaway from home, it
is supposed their little boy set tbe bay on
tire, and tbe large barn, with contents, j
was burned.
Tbe property is owned by j
Frank P. Noy»s of West Gouldsboro. Mr. I
and

Andrews

Food Will Win the World.

were

lost

a

nice

cow, hens, ducks, ;
Mr. Ober lost about *

wood, tools, etc.
forty tons of hsy,

America earned the gratitude of allied nailons during war by sharing
food.
America under peace may win
the world's good will by saving to
share:

snd

the

road

machine

other

machinery snd loot* owned i>>
tbe town and stored there, were burned,
There was a strong wind, and nothing
could be done to save the property. The
house
caught several times, but was
saved, with very little damage.
Nov. 30.
T.
and

t

The

ladies'

society

aid

will

have

j

a

Mrs. Jennie McKown of this place and
Charles Mitchell of Tremoot were married
at Southwest Harbor, Nov. 11.

I

Bert Perkins
Boston. They

j

wife

will

visit

Hath and Portland
Mrs.

William

Harbor for the
in tbe

on

have gone to
iu Boolbbay,

their way.

Lunt

winter.

has gone to Bar
Her husband is

hospital there, improving slowly.

Mrs. Frank R«>sa, who has been at Eagle
Island to see her daughter Alice, who
i
was ill of influenza, has returned tome.

<H*+v + + + + + + + + +4, + + + + +
«•
+
► DEMOCRACY VS. AUTOCRACY. +
+
+
—I here Is no royal road to 4
4
4 fore! conservation. w> can only 4
4 accomplish this hy the voluntary 4
4 action of our whole people, each 4
4 element In proportion to Its +
* needs. It is a matter of equality 4
4 of burden."
+
The truth or ihls statement. 4
4
4 made hy the Lulled States Kood +
4 Administrator so *n after we en- 4*
4" tered the Wat. lias been borne 4" j
4 out by the his .ry of our ex- 44 porta
Autocode food control 4" (
4* In the lands of our enemies has 4*
4 broken down, .chile democratic <4
|
4 food sharing ha* maintained the +
* health and slreiAh of thiscou* 4
4 try aud of the Alfiea
4
*
4
4 v v 4 > 4 v 4 4 •> 4 4 4 n 4 v 4 4 4

Miss Alice

has

recovered

and

resumed

teaching.
Nov. 24.

a Genuine Remedy
the Disease Hum Been Pound
Kheuma. the
wonderful rbeumatoin
aim
remedy sold by Alexander's Pharmacy
all druggists, gives quicker and mor- last*
many
costing
relief
than
remedies
other
mg’

for

Christmas sale at the church Dec. 12

and

RHEUMATISM
Physician Believen

KRENCHBOKO.

Alkxia.

Drop

NORTH

to

WITH

STAND

ute

booLM And Sugarlkse Hf.bmitsmolasses, 1 J up shortening,
cup sour milk, 1 level teaspoonul each ot
soda, salt, cinnamon, cloves and a Itttlo
nutmeg, 3 cups of flour, 1 c up ol cnopped
raisins.

many

Every farm family has Its medicine cabinet ar,1
almost every one will lie found a bottle of l>r.
World Famous reruns.
For coughs, colds and
;t.
it is hi valuable.
If* use la Indicated In all
catarrhal Iriflammatkm and congestion whether -»f
piratory organs, stomach, bowels or other organs of

O.ie cup

and bake

living

Catarrh in Some of It’* Many Form*
Claim. Thousand*

Na-

(good) Cream V* cup of1
with 1 cup ol corn-syrup
tin.lasses may be used in-tead add 1 welli/eaten egg, V* cup of tour milk alternately
with 2 cups of flour, mixeo and sifted
with 1 teaspoonlul of soda, '2 leaspoonful I
of salt, cinnamon and ginger, '4 teaspoonlut of cloves. Bike in well greased n.uffin

Smile!
own

to Give Up

Cakes

butter eubstu

makes its

Many Break Downs and Failures
Due to Exposure and Hard Work

HarlWjy

her to bare to do too
much, and get ill agaiu. I would be glad to
write and help her often, if I could.
Aunt Susan and her family certainly have
mysvrapathy in the severe vffliction which
has recently come to them, and also all of the
sifters and friends whose hearts are aching
ernment.
“Unless anarchy can be put down on account of he loss i-foear ours. I be influenza has left a sorrowful trail in its pathand stability of government can be
and mst-y desolate homes. I do hope
obtained in these enemy states, there way.
that it wtll not » ay a:i winter.
will be nobody to make peace frith
I think that we have reason to be very
and nobody to pay the bill to France
thankful to the
of battle” thw the
and Belgium for the fearful d^atruc
fighting has ceased "over ti ere.** aod that
’ion that has been done. I would certhe
will
be
comii
soon
home.
g
boys
Doesn't it seem good that we can have some
tainly approach this problem
with
w bite bread once moie?
iih.nl have to
good
mixed feelings, having been long a
make doughnuts wholly
t molasses. I use a
witness to the robbery of food from
recipe that was sent to the M. B. C. years
women and children and the destruc1 like it better than any other that I
ago.
tion of millions of tons of food at
j have. Per haps others might hnu it hriplui. so
and to the misery under which th
1 will seud it.
millions amongst the b'g and 1 It11— *
j 1 hope that we shall not have such a cold
winter as we had last, and that eve.ybody
lies have suffered under the Germ:
will be well and happy.
yoke. Justice requires that
gov r
ment

THE FARMER MUST HAVE RUGGED HEALTH

tion's War Conscience.

Restore Her Health

a

problem of relaxing the watertight
blockade, which continues through the
armistice, sufficiently so that
they
may secure for themselves the bare
necessities that will give staple gov

Willingness

Luxury Demonstrated

to

hope

the next harvest.
“The original pledge made by the
Food Administration in behalf of the
people of the United States was 17-1-2
million tons of food to be shipped overThis amount of
seas by July 1, 1919.
food is 50 per cent greater than last
With Belgium and France and
year
other areas liberated and millions in
South Central Europe clamoring for
food, the Unitcvi States Is rum- underfrom
taking to increase its exports
The Medi17-1-2 to 20 million tons
terranean Sea routes are now sufficiently safe for bringing wheat from
India and Australia, hence our exports
will consist largely of fats, meats and
feeds. Feed is essential for milk production, of which the stricken nations
are
in critical need.
The end of the war will not Immediately, or for several months at least
bring an end of food regulation in the
United States. In fact. It Is feared
that the awning winter will see world
wide hardships, and the regulation of
food and the demands upon America,
a Christian and humane nation, will be
greater than ever before during the
Where we
■ext eight or ten months.
■ave teen saving ana conserving food
tor ov -r a year In order to help our
•wn soldiers win th.s great war. now
ir* it save and conserve food to
man lives in Belgium. NorthSerbia and other lands refrom the German yok“

Vegetable Compound

continued conservation in
Eilensburg, Wi ~h.—"After l was
America the necessary supplies ran i
married 1 was not well for a lone time
We
not be assured
need not
worry
and a good deal of
about the food supplies to the encvnv
the time was not
Allies relax
the
countries. If the
able to go about.
Our
greatest desire
blockade, Germany can provide for the
was to have a child
needs of her own people from her own
in our home and one
resources anti from neutral countries
day my husband
MR
HOOVER SAYS
came back from
“Our first and deepest concern must
town with a bottle
be for the little Allies who were under
of
j
Lydia E. Pink! the German yoke' says Mr Hoover
ham's Vegetable
Compound and
i “They are the Belgians. Serbians Rou
wanted me to try it.
! manians. Greeks. Zechs, Jugoslav*
It brought relief
and others
There are some 75.000.
-irom
my trouble*.
000 people in these groups and they
I improved in health so I could do my
must be systematically helped and at
housework; we now have a little one, all
once
We have already doubled the
of which I owe to Lydia E. Pinkham’a
stream of food flowing toward Bei
Vegetable Compound.’*—Mrs. O. S.
T 'HNSON, R. Na 8, Ellensburg, Wash.
gium.
“Our next concern must be to relax
rhere are women everywhere who
the blockade measures as far as possi
'on* for children in their homes yet are
ble in order that the neutral states la denied this happiness on account of
which in most
Europe who are now all on short ra- some functional disorder
cases would readily yield to Lvdia E.
tions. should be able to take care of
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
their people and prevent the growth
Such women should not give up
of anarchy.
This is another group of
until they have given thia wonderful
about 40.000.000
medicine a trial, and for special advice
“Another problem lies in the 50.write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.#
in
000.0OU people
north Russia, a large
l vnn. Mass
The result of 40 years
::oenence is at your service.
of
are
whom
inaccessible owing
part
to the breakdown of
transportation
and through sheer anarchy
Millions parents bury their children”. Much symof these are beyond help this winter
pathy is fell for our sister “Lysll,” who
; These groups are the ones that must is going through thread experience.
I enlist the sympathy of the American
people and for whom we are prepared Dent Aunt Madge and M. B. $i*tern:
to make any necessary sacrifice
I was pleased to see a tetter Irom Auut
“There is a great problem in the sit- Maria Id the M. B C. last week, aurt I most
about 90.0t)0.000. This problem is not heartily endorse her sent aients in regard to
helping Aunt Madge the coining winter, beone of going to their relief
It
a
Without

American

Came to this Woman after
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Mr. Hoover Explains Method Allowing German
Secure Food to Prevent Spread of Anarchy
Main*.
Otodo.
To
Decern ber
the
before
bring

SUGAR SHOWED
OUR BACK

as much.
,H,U>
Hheuma
passes the deadly p*ecretiuns into the bowels aOd kairny*.
m
off
from which they are quickly tbrown
natural, healthy way.
Head what a reputable physio a:> •*>*
ibout Uheuma:
“I have made a
careful investigation of ibe formula employed in the manufacture of
I heartily recommend it an a remedy.
all forms of rheumatism, i find Kneuffl*
far in advance of the methods geneMi*J
»m ployed in the treatment of
ou
ind altogether different in compos ill
from the remedies usually
Dr. M. C. Lyons.
This should give any sufferer from r**e
mat ism confidence to try Kbeuma

n*°*j
Kbeuroi,«*j“
rbeemali»nj»
present*0-

P. HICHESTER S P?uo

G.

AMHEK8T.
L. E. Crosby is in Bangor where
her daughter Marion is ill of influenza.
Mrs.

Fred
for

Koberts. who has been employed
j

Scboppe,

is

home for

a

THE IMABUiw
*
I.ttdlett! Amk jomr
B
( liUkM-ter’i
1MII. .a Red »nd UttM *'
rith _B*ue ■R *’
scaled »»*»
botes,
mm, settiea
otker
Take
raktt
Irutltti Ask fafulXMyT

I>rummj-t

UltVflSD

Beit. Sttot.

short time.

Mrs. Lincoln
called

on

Stlsby and son of Aurora
relatives in Amherst Sunday.

Carolyn B. Silsby, superintendent of
schools, has returned from <3tis, where
Don't wait until a cold and the grip
have a firm hold.
Take Lane's
cold and grip Tablets as soon as you
feet a cold coming on. Neglect is
dangerous and often spells Pneumonia
Keep a package handy for
emergency. Results are guaranteed.
Sold by druggists everywhere.

v

tfc

V/ji
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVtRYWHEtt
u

ItKAND rf

A

toll** tntmrMito
to mrndlmU

Help*

F«»tA« <^*gJgLr
fcMljtoGrM«rF«l«lH*«
C-**^Ma *cd H* *11'r
c

aS'Jtrt'januni*.

SELDOM SMILES,
BUT WILL FIGHT

ONLY MEDICINE
MODE FROM FRUIT

Indian

Extraordinary Success which
Achieved
“Fruit-a-tives” Has
“Fruit-a-tives"
why
extraordinarily

j3 so

successful

in

to those suffering with
giving relief

Constipation, Torpid Liver, Indiges-

tion, Chronic Headaches, Neuralgia,
Troubles,
Kidney and Iltaddcr
Tain

Rheumatism,

in

;

the

Bach,
Affections,

Eccema and other Skin
is, because it is the only medicine in
the world mado from fruit juices.
These "Fruit Liver Tablets" are

composed of the medicinal principles
found in apples, oranges, figs and
prunes, together with the nerve
ton.es and antiseptics.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial sizo 25c.
At dealers or from FRITJT-A-TIVES

limited, CKiUENSUURG, N. Y,

NEWS

COUNTY

SEDGWICK.
H. Wilson, who has spent his

W.
tion

in

returned

town,

to bis

vaca-

home

in

Dorchester, Mass., last Monday.
Wesley Bracy, who is at the University
of Maine in training, spent Thursday
with his mother, Mrs. R. A. Bracy.

E.

Mrs. J.

Wilson

of this

village

stricken with a slight shock
At last reports h*r condition

was

last week.
favor-

was

able.
Katherine Roberta

Mrs

left last Mon-

day for West Bomerville, Mass., to spend
tbc winter with her sisters, Mrs. Soulis
Lord.

and Mrs

Boy Blake, who is in training at the
University of Maine for government service, spent Thanksgiving with his mother,
>.'rs. W. H. Pervear.

Stephen Herbert Allen, with his
little daughter, spent Thanksgiving with his parents, F. C. Allen and
Lieut

wife and
wife.

Allen

Lieut.

is

Harbor with the coast
The

many

Boston

at

Bar

patrol.

friends of Mrs. W.

who went to
week for

stationed

on

B.

Grant,

Monday

of last

surgical treatment,

pained to
learu that her condition is critical, with
her recovery.
no hop* given for
Her
family has the sympathy of all.
The annual

meeting

teachers association

was

of
held

are

the
in

parenthigh

the

building Friday evening, Nov. 22.
following officers were chosen: President, K. P. Clapp; vice-president, J. W.
Cousins; secretary. Miss Florence Hinckley: treasurer, Theo A. Smith; educational
committee, Mrs. F. J. Bargent; social commit lee, Miss Dorothy Cole.
school

The

Eloc.

Pee. 2.

Honorary Army
Brevet Is

Promotion.

French word, meaning
In military
warrant.
usage It gives an officer higher nominal rank than the one for which he
receives pay.
It Is an honorary promotion. The first time It was used in
the United States army was In 1812
when Capt. Zachary Taylor, who afterward became president, was made
major by brevet for his brave defense
of Fort Harrison against the Indians,
near Terre Haute.
commission
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a

or

national ailment. use
Recommended for
Burdock Blood IBittcrs.
•tr*1! gthening digestion, purifying the blood.
At all drag store*.
91.25 a bottle.— <4drt.

dyspepsia,

oar

dburtUsannitt

SPANISH INFLUENZA
MORE DEADLY
THAN WAR
Said That Epidemic Cost Mere Lives
Tban American Loss in Battle.
Banger Not Over. Great Care

Necessary

j

ravages of .Spanish Influthis country are perhaps best realized
statement recently made, that more
deaths have resulted in little more than a
month from this disease than through our
whole eighteen months’ participation in the
battieaof the European War.
declare aunow,
Oar greatest danger
thorities, ia the great American tendency to
forget easily and to believe the peril is over.
Competent authorities claim the coming of
sold weather is very apt to bring a return of
this disease and there should be uo let-up
throughout the winter months of the following easily observed precautions, remembering that Influenza is far easier to prevent

The

appalling

than care.

Infloenaa is a crowd disease. Avoid crowds
possible. Influenza germs spread
when ignorant or careless persons sneeze or
cough without using a handkerchief. Cover
up each cough or sneeze. Do not spit on the
placet.
floor, sidewalk, in street cars or
Avoid the use of common drinking cups and
Breathe some
roller lowela in public placet.
reliable germicidal aud antiseptic air to
destroy the germs that do find lodgement iu
yonr nose aud throat.
Remember, no safer precaution against Influeuca could be employed in this manner
tban to get from the nearest drug store a
complete Hyomei Outfit consisting of a bottle
of the pure oil of Hyomei aud a little vestpocket hard rubber inhaling device, into
which a few drops of the oil are poured. You
should carry thia Inhaler about with you during the day and each half hour or so put it
in yoar mouth, and draw deep breaths of its
pure, healing, germ killing air into the passages of your nose, throat and lungs.
By destroying germs before they actually
begin work in yonr blood, you may make
yourself practically immune to infection.
AH these suggestions about Hpanish Influents are equally troe In the prevention of
colds, eatarrb of nose and throat, bronchitis
and even pneumonia. Don't become careless.
Do yonr part.
Keep the germs away. You
may save yourself a serious illness and the
lone of several weeks’ work.
as much as

public
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“Tim Chief" has smiled for
the sec»nd time since he came to
France_
and It Is the talk of
the-th iufan-

! try.

“The Chief” Is Private
Ross, a fullblooded Ute Indian. About a
year ago
be threw up his Job
herding sheep In
‘he barren hills of southern
Arizona,
walked 50 miles down to
Blsbee, “rode
*he rods” to E! Paso and enlisted. In
the truining camp he was nicknamed
‘1 he Chief.” There also it was discovered that “The Chief” had unusual
scouting abilities—both hereditary and

II(£> Wcatfrn New«pnp«r Union
Many refugees from Morgan, N. J.,
where their homes were destroyed by
the explosion of the munition plant in
that town, were fed and taken rare of
by United States sailors and soldiers,
and also by the American Red Cross.

acquired.

Ho was assigned as battalion scout.
That’s when he smiled the first time.
Chief Ross is hardly a model soldier.
He hardly ever salutes an officer and

PEA-SHOOTERS WARNED
Food Administrator Appeals to Patriotism of Cleveland Boys.
“Every pea you shoot Is u shot for
the kaiser," said County Food Administrator It. C. Houeche, In an uppeal
to the patriotism of the boys of Cleveland to cease from the practice of peashootlng, the time-honored boyhood
method of warfare, and help win the
war.

“Food will win the war. Peas are
food. You muy not waste many, but
remember if all the boys in the country waste peas it will mean an enormous loss,” he also states in his ap-

peal.
Prefer* Death to Service.
Preferring death to serving in the
be called
army and fearing he might
registration, J.
at any time foi’
is own life at
O. Hill, Jr.,
climbed a tree
Charleston, W
•f rocks, adjusted
on the edge of a
over
a noose over his nevit and Jumped
Death was instantaneous. He
the
was

ist.

edge.
thirty-six years old and
He

was a

a

Social-

farmer.

New Whale Catch Record.
Whaling operations in the north Pacific this year have broken all previAlmost 1.000
ous records since 1911.
whales have been taken since the
opening of the 1918 season.

YiiSniTusiNG
GIANT NAVAL GUNS
Hun 70-Mile Rifle Is the Only

Bigger Weapon

at

Front.

j

Paper.

"Mr. Hoover” menns to millions
“save food“Mr. MrAdoo” means
“save transportation;” “Mr. Garfield”
means "save fuel,” and more recently
“Mr. Donnelley” has come to mean
“save paper.”
The writer hnd occasion to talk over
the paper situation with Mr. Donnelley, anil many Interesting sidelights In
paper economy were opened up.
When asked regarding the conservation of paper on the part of state printers, city printers and other seinl-offlclal organizations, Mr. Donnelley suggested that steps would probably he
taken In the near future to curtail the
printing of city manuals until after the
war.
Mr. Donnelley also suggested
that eventually Liberty loan committees, fuel commissioners, Red Gross,
department managers and such organizations ns the Y. M. C. A„ Y. W. C.
A., and K. of C. would be called upon
to observe certain rules for conserving
When asked the scope of the
paper.
curtailment necessary he replied that
“In nearly every case, cheaper grades
of paper can be used when the literature was absolutely necessary, and the
circulation should be boiled down and
requisition made for only the number
of prints required.”
He added that
“In nearly every case newsprint pnper
was advisable, except when halftones
were used.”
“The greatest waste of paper today,”
said Mr. Donnelley, “Is on the part of
various organizations nnd commissions,
and In view of the present paper conditions, all purchasing agents should
keep constantly In mind that a reduction In paper consumption Is necessary,
and advice should be sought regarding
the most economical method of manufacture, In order to secure the needed
attention.”

Scouting Abilities, Both
Hereditary
and
Acquired—Wins
on
Spangles
the Vesle by Remarkable Exploit in
Silencing Enemy Machine Gun—Officer Wants
German
Field Glasses. "Chief" Gets
Them.

says “Ugh" for “Yes, sir,” and shakes
his head for “No, sir.” Although he
has a fair command of English he
talks very little.* Once only he was detected saluting an officer—that was
when he had gone to the officer three
times to ask for a leave pass.
The
third time he saluted.
Wins Spapgles on Vesle.
Rut “The Chief” wiped out all the
little black marks for sins of omission
in the fighting up on the Vesle.
A lone machine gun in a stone buildIng about UtK) yards In front of the
Americans was holding up the advance.
It was broad daylight—three
o’clock in the afternoon. The task of
silencing the machine gun was given
to “Chief” Ross and a picked patrol
of three other men.
The patrol disappeared Into the
brush with “The Chief” leading, with
his pistol ready and two hand grenades
in his hip pockets. The emplacement
was “spotted” In the upper window of
the stone house. Two men were left
out In front in the bushes to draw the
tire of the gun, while Ross stealthily
worked up toward one side of the
buildlug and bis companion on the
other. Ross crawled up to the side of
the building unobserved and edged
around to where he could see the muzzle of tlie muchiue gun protruding
from a window.
Two seconds later a well-placed
grenade burst In the room with the
Germans, killing two and shattering
the machine gun. The surviving German
executed a
strategic retreat
through the rear window and slid
down to the ground behind the building where lie would be protected by
another machine gun farther back.
Chief Outwits Enemies.
It was sure death to try to reach the
running German from either side of
the building.
The German was cunning but not so cunning as “The Chief.”
He swung himself up to the window
and crawled rapidly up the roof toward the ridgepole. From that point
of vantage he could see the enemy
without danger to himself.
Three shots stopped the fleeing
Boche.
That was when “The Chief” smiled
the second time, the boys of the —th
infantry declare. Some of them aver
that “The Chief” emitted the Ute warwhoop, surprising the Germans so
much that they stopped firing for a
few moments.
Once before the incident on the
Vesle, so the boys say, “The Chief” alA lieutenant expressed
most smiled.
a desire for a pair of German field
glasses within the hearing of Ross.
That night he went out and came back
in 40 minutes with u fine pair of GerAs he presented them to
man glasses.
the lieutenant he merely said, “Heap
easy.” and almost smiled.

aoomieroienrt.
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Donnelley Points Out the Urgent
Necessity for Conservation

Doughboy Can “Go Some”
in Own Way.

Further Outbreak.

by the

REFUGEE CHILDREN

Has Unusual

to Prevent

enza in

CHEAPER GRADES OF
PAPER MUST BE USED

HE HARDLY EVER SALUTES

reason

One

i SAILOR FEEDING

Announcement from France that
American 16-lnch naval guns, manned
by naval gun crews, have come to the
front, disclosed that through efTorts of
the ordnance officials of the navy. General
forces
now
are
Pershing’s
equipped with the most powerful and
hardest-hitting weapons yet used in
the present war, ashore or afloat, so
far as Is known.
The 16-lnch rifles are similar to
those designed for use aboard the newest American dreadnaughts. They are
50 caliber, more than 65 feet In length
and weigh approximately 100 tons
without their carriers.
Without question they are the longest-range guns in use, except the German
super-guns, which are regarded
merely as a mechanical freak.
The projectile weighs close to a ton
and its bursting charge of the most
powerful explosive known Is measured in hundreds of pounds against
the few pounds in the German superThe destructive etTect is
gun shell.

the only great naval
guns employed by the American army.
American naval gun crews have played
an important part on several sectors
of the battle front for months, handling weapons of 12-inch bore.
The story of their enterprises has
never been made public, however, for

military
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sealed in

wax:

1.

The tangey
flavor of mint

2.
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All in pink-end packages and
all sealed air-tight. Be Sure
to get WRIGLEYS because

The Flavor Lasts!
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Even More Delicious Than You Expect!
Knowing their good taste
speedily, tastily convince
why they are
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will
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Supreme.

ANY way
On ice cream—in shortcake
SUPER BA
Red Raspberries
have an appeal that cannot be
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acquaintance.
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Co., Portltad, Me
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Germans Also Kept Him for Days
Without Food, He Says.
The Stars and Stripes, the official
newspaper of the American expeditionary force, identifies the first American
private soldier to escape from prison
in Germany as Frank Savicki, and devotes a three-column article to his experiences. Savicki, whose home was
in Shenandoah, Pa., is a Russian Pole
by birth and has taken out his first
naturalization papers.
While a prisoner In the hands of the
Germans Savicki spent ten weeks beheind the German lines, where he
worked 14 hours daily on military
work. He then was sent to a farm.
He often went days without food aud
water, and was clubbed by his guards
for picking grass along a roadside to
eat. Finally he was sent to the prison
camp at Rastatt, where he received
American Red Cross parcels from
Switzerland.
After several weeks in the prison
camp Savicki escaped and got through
the mountains into western Alsace,
where he 1ms rejoined his regiment.

reasons.

BROTHERS MET ABROAD
Separated tor Years, but
Both Joined the Service.
Separated for five years, Billy and
Herschell Haywood inet In France the
other day, according to news received
by the father, J. D. Haywood of SearHerschell, who was living in
cy, Ark.
California, enlisted in the navy and
wns on board the California when it
was sunk several mouths ago.
He was picked up by another vessel
and taken to France.
Happening to
he in a French port when a transport
arrived with American soldiers, he
went to the whnrf in hopes of seeing
some friend from the states.
Billy Haywood had enlisted in the
army anil was on the transport. When
Had

save

BEAT AMERICAN PRISONER

overcome.
are

To

DOES NOT WORRY

Her Husband and Nine Brothers Are
In the War.
At a large commercial school in Chicago, studying office work so as to dO
her part In the war, is a Frenchwoman
who has nine brothers and a husband
In the fighting forces of the allies.
She Is Mrs. Alice Carter, whose husband, W. J. Carter, although considerably over the draft age and a veteran
of the Boer war. Is now In the United
States aviation service In Texas. He
Is an expert machinist and was formerly in the automobile repair business in Chicago.
Carter, who is of English birth, married Alice Latour In Paris eight years
ago and then came to America, where
he was naturalized. He also has three
brothers fighting on the western front.
“Unless one of my brothers is killed
I will know nothing about them exenormous.
cept indirectly,” said Mrs. Carter.
Plans for using big rifles for the “Wounds are so—what do you say?—
the common thing that we do not fuss
army are understood to have been
worked out entirely by naval officers. over them any more. When a French
The theory that their great weight, soldier Is wounded It Is merely part of
would not permit their use. except in the day's work and he only mentions It
fixed concrete and steel emplacements, casually.”
furnished the chief obstacles to be
These

All Now in
Pink Wrappers

Been

the soldiers disembarked, Billy spied
Herschell and the two brothers were
soon together, and are in camps within
a few minutes' walk of each other.

MORE FATAL THAN AUTO
Animal-Drawn Vehicles Cause Many
Deaths in Massachusetts.
Animal-drawn vehicles caused more
deaths in Massachusetts during the
past year than did automobiles.
The annual report of the state industrial accident board, just Issued,
states that there were 43 fatal accidents, of which 23 were caused by vehicles drawn by horses and 20 by those
self propelled.

War Relief Shop Open.
A war relief shop, believed to be
one of the first of its kind in the state
and one of the few in the country, has
been opened at Sheboygan, Wis. All
articles in it are donated and the receipts front the sales are used for war
relief purposes. The shop is open two
days a week and its patronage has Increased to such an extent that larger
quarters recently became necessary.

Flirting Not Patriotic.
not a patriot in these
times, according to Doctor Crossdale,
who addressed a gathering of the Seattle Women’s Business club recently.
“\oung women should be taught,” said
Doctor Crossdale, "that the most valuable thing they can give to men in
service is wholesome comradery.”
The flirt is

Has Wedded 1,133 Couples.
Kev. Dr. Calvin S. Blackwell, who
for years was pastor of Freemason
Street Baptist church, Norfolk, Va.,
while supplying First Baptist church of
Lynchburg, Va., for September, petformed his one thousand one hundred
and thirty-third marriage ceremony.

Freak Cucumber.
J. W. Applegate of Mount Zion, K.v„
has a cucumber that Is quite a freak.
It Is Just the shape of a hand, with
four fingers and a thumb. Mr. Applethat will
gate thinks It is the hand
write the kaiser's doom on the tvall

1

New Dollar-a-Year Man.
Knoxville city schools now have the
proud distinction of having a “dollara-year” man In the person of A. W.
Fisher, physical director of the local
V. M. C. A. He had agreed to serve
us physical director for 16,000 pupils
at that salary.

SNIPERS EASY PREY
Yankee Squirrel Hunters Seldom
Miss Them.
Two Men From Pennsylvania Account
for at Least Forty
Huns.
Paris.—When Yankee troops pushed
into Roncheres, Boehe snipers got busy
from windows and other vantage
points. The Yanks proceeded to get
busy with the snipers. Two men who
did most effective work in cleaning out !
the Boehe snipers were two Pennsylvania squirrel hunters—Privates Harry Meeks and J. C. Titterington. Every
time they glimpsed the smallest portion of a Hun they fired, and they selIt is estimated that
dom missed.
these two men accounted for at least
: forty Germans.
Just about noon they located three
snipers in the belfry of a church Just
under the cross.
From this vantage the Boches were
picking off American soldiers.
Meeks and Titterington got on the
Job immediately by climbing to the
Meeks
! roof of a nearby dwelling.
saw the head of a Hun for Just a second over the edge of the belfry. The
bullet found its mark, leaving only
two snipers. The two Yanks then began a fusillade of bullets, and five
minutes later a white flag fluttered
Soon the two surfrom the belfry.
viving Huns came down on the Jump
yelling “kamerad.”
A little later a party of Yanks located a machine gun in the belfry of
another church. They charged up the
stairway into the belfry and cleaned
out the nest in short order, killing the
Huns.

j

Origin of Tea Drinking.
Tea drinking seems to have originated in China ; and the Chinese, according to Prof. King, in his “Farmers
of Forty Centuries,” drank it first
as a sanitary measure, having found
that boiling their water suved them
from typhoid and afterward adding
tea leaves to make the boiled water
palatable. Dr. R. A. Gortner of the
University of Minnesota, writing in
Science, believes that this is not an
exact description of what happened,
but that the discovery of the efficacy
of tea as a typhoid preventive came
after its general adoption in China as
a pleasing drink.
Remove Smell of Paint.
Place a pan full of lighted charcoal
in middle of room and throw over it
two handfuls of juniper berries, shut
the windows and doors for a day and
the smell will disappear.
The advantage of this is that you
will not have to remove tapestry or
furniture, as the smoke of the juniper
berries is not injurious to them.

atinrrtiBnnnus

Sour Stomach
Mi-o-na Puts
Fine

the Stomach

Shape in

in

Five Minutes

If your stomach is continually kicking up
disturbance; you feel bloated and distressed; if you belch gas and sour food into
the mouth, then you need Mi-o-ua Stomach
Tablets.
u»
Mi-o-na stomach tablets give i
taut relief,
of course, but they do more; they drive out
the poisonous gases that cause fermentation
food,
and
of
thoroughly clean, renovate aad
strengthen the stomach so that it can readily
digest food without artificial aid.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are guaranteed to
end indigestion, acute or chronic, or money
back. This means that nervousness, dizziness and biliousness will disappear. Drugevery where and C. E. Alexander sells
ti-o-na.
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great

this'aingie campaign must be
put over the top in the next four weeks,
or before January 1,1919.
With this idea in view a big intensive
world war,

Ba*<ines« communications should be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to Tub Hancock Cocnty Publishing CO., Ellsworth. Maine.
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The Rod Cross has for years been
associated with hospitals, doctois. soldiers, sailors, battles, disasters; but it
is only within the last few mouths
those who do not come under
of these classes have come to realize the importance of the assistance
rendered by the Ited Cross.
Soldiers and sailors must be encouraged to “carry on.” Their morale
The sailor or soldier
must be upheld.
who is worrying about the welfare of
his family is not able to put his mind
For this
on the business before him.
Home Service Section of
reason the
the American Red Cross has been or- i
ganized. and to the folks at home it j
means neighborliness, counsel and aid
—the nation’s assurance to the enlisted man that his family shall suffer for
no essential
thing that is within its
power to give.
In practically every large city of the
United States there is already a class
for training the workers of the Home
Service section, so that they may be

that
any

by

you

j

unanimous

i

The directors of this company have learned
A NATIVE OF ELLSWORTH.
of the deah of Ex-Senator Eugene Hale with
He
was
one of the two surdeep sensibility.
California Pioneer Dead at Home In
viving founders of this institution, the other
Oakland, Cal.
being his former law partner, Ex-Chiel
!
James A. Nichols, a native of Ellsworth
Justice Emery.
Senator Hale was a director of this instituj died November 10 at his home in Oakland
tion for thirty-one years,and his strong probCal., at the age of seventy years.
ity, his clear business judgment and broad
Mr. Nichols, as a young man, enlistee
human wisdom. a« well as his deserved repuin the army in the Civil war.
In 1869
tation as a statesman handling the important
with his father, he went to California une
offices of the nation with a brilliance nevei
located at Mendocino, entering the em
excelled, made,him a power of strength foi
ploy of the Mendocino Lumber Co. H<
any institution with which he would allov
himself to be connected.
; was soon made camp foreman, and late
woods superintendent for the company
Deeply appreciating the loss we have sue
tamed, be it
As a member of a posse, in an encounte
!
Aeaolvert, that a copy of these resolutions b<
with outlaws in 1879, Mr. Nichols wa ,
embodied in the minutes, and a copy sent t<
wounded, and the woods foreman whon
Senator Frederick Hale as representing th<
he succeeded was killed.
Mr. Nicbol
Hale family, and that as a mark of reapec
i was also engaged in the merchandis }
this board be now adjourned.
business in Mendocino.

]

I

J

|
j

The Mendocino Beacon says of him:
‘‘Jim ’Nichols was a fine type of tha t
stalwart race of New Englanders wm
came here forty to fifty years ago and be J
gan

the

development

of

this

coast

Straightforward in all his dealings, abso
lately square, and true as a die, he gath
* red friends unto him all his life.
Tboug

bluff in speech, he was thoroughly tende
of heart, and was most considerate of hi
employees, and men returned to work fc
him year after year. No man in this sec
tion had more frieuds. His passing wij
be sincerely mourned.
He is survived by his wife, a daughte:
Miss Edith, and a son, Herbert ; a brothei
Joseph H. Nichols, of this place, and on
sister, Mrs. N. Dunbar.

J
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r
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Living

in more difficult for every one !
times, and the mothers are lonely
discouraged, and this brings
hardship on the heads of the little
children.
Sometimes the wife and
mother is worrying over financial problems. and here the Horae Service bureau is always helpful, for It tactfully
assists her In properly managing her
affairs, in planning her income and.
of course, seeing that she is receiving
sufficient allotment, and this regularly, j
and then if it becomes necessary the
Red Cross is alvvuys ready to supplement the Income.
Where medical care
or operations for the welfare of the i

In

very
efficiently
real problems that are before them,
the
section
to
not
the
It Is
policy of
able

passage:

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he i s
senior partner of the firm of P- J. Cheney t
Co., doing business in the City of Toied<
County and State aforesaid, and that sai
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDREi I
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarr
that cannot be cured by the use of HALL’
Franr J Cheney.
CATARRH MEDICINE
Sworn to before me and subscribed in m
presence, this 6th day of December, a. d. 1881
A. W. Oibasozi.
/Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine is taken internail
and acts through the blood on the Mucou ,
Surfaces of the System. Send for testi |
mo trials. free.
P. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all druggists. 76c.
I
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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I
meeting of the directors of the is Winslow Kay. They always used tc
Trust Co.
of
Ellsworth the I call me ‘W’in.’ It is I still, in^tbe flesh.”
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KEEPING HOME FIRES BURNING
UNTIL THE SOLDIER RETURNS
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terms
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By courtesy of Clare Briggs, New York Tribunal

regards the throne as his, and the j ever.
world must contemplate the probability
j “l quit the sea at sixty-three. The last
that he expects to return.
i of my going was on steamships. 1
“While Holland cannot doubt that the
thought 1 had gone long enough,so 1 reallies do not relish her affording him
tired, and have lived on shore ever since.
re
the
has
not been, *b yet, any I am
asylum,
living inland, forty miles from the
joint effort of tbe associated governments aeacoast. and 1 don’t want to see salt
to extradite him.”
water
more.

“Well,

d to know of his improveillness. He has been

pleia

—-

still

|

Hsu

jfor salt.

Maxi-

j

Bar

UNDKTKKMINKD

ing from influenza, followed by pneuj monia and empyema. He hopes to be dUweeks.
I charged from the hospital in a few

read'along it
days, and

writing

D

in the army hospital at Governor's
Y., since the last of September, suffer-

perfunctory
j lamplight and without glasses. My eyemilian. Wilhelm, therefore, undoubtedly
sight is good, and my hearing as good as
statement

D

Mf. DESERT FEKkY.

and apparently is waiting for
so well at that
birthday,
*
something to turn up.
age.
“The Berlin government,” the official •
“The things you spoke of, and the
added, “has not made anv communication : parties and the circumstances, 1 remember
to tbe allies or the United Slates njtifying well. The first
captain you sailed with
us of his abdication.
We think it almost
was my father, aud you are the second
certain that if the abdication occurred, I sailed
with, so you see IJwas quite innotification would have bet n sent, at least terested in the article.
to the United States.
“Well, 1 am here in California; have
“No abdication document bearing the been since 1862, and I
guess I shall alilaiser’s signature is in existence as far as
ways remain here. 1 am) hale and hearty
formed.

HTLY WOU S

I N.

wife.

aud

Man*:
Sleu-ea

Friends here of Private Walter C J:-

him

back to my boyhood
up my mind to write

Joneatwro
Washington

Sported seriously wounded, writes to b;«
i father under dtte of October 33 thit ti! i« recovering rapidly, and worktn,’ about
j the hospital.

Shiveiey, Cal., where he is
now living, in part as follows:
“I was reading The Ellsworth American to-day, and I came across a piece
I took

Indian Point
Edea

action, but hia wife his rece red nv 1
cation that he was “severely wounded
Charles W. Holland of Steuben, r*-

ment after

Means’ first

Hif

Mdbrilr*
Ralph L Pickett,
Millard E. Norwood of Atlan i<reported in the offl'dal lists »*» kilted

writes from

If as the Kaiser A b<! leafed?
The Daily Mail of London attributes to
high official of tbe British government

the statement that

sister

N ortheast

ACTION.

DEGREE

WOUNDED,

best

with

REYNOLDS,

SLIG

of the

sea

RlUwortii

OF DIHE\HK.

LESTER SPENCER.

boy
nearly
seventy years ago, and whose mother was
a

J McMl. LlAN,

the

SON OK SURRY.

to

dachiaspoct

SR VERB LA* WOUNDED.

CARIBOU.

parents and three children
dead, no one having any knowledge as to
the time they had died. One boy died in
a chair by the stove.

in slow

ACTION.

IN

EVERETT TOR KEY
C isrlcs W Holland,

there

the

W
ACCIDENT.

OP

CHARLES E DANIELS,
KOLAN I) M LELAND,
Albert L Mrl^u^hlin,
Carl E Folsom,

Only Eighty-two, Hint Hale and
Hearty in California Home.
Dr. H. J. Hunt, who has been stationed
Among the letters of congratulation rein Aroostook county engaged in cambatceived by Capt. Nehemiah Means of Ellsintr the influenza epidemic, reports that
his ninety-fourth
worth, who passed
in Bt. Agatha, in one house, neighbors
birthday on Oct. 25, was one from a Sorry
found

Bangor
Hsrdwkk
Rockland
Kennehun*
Lewises

MISSING IN

mother and
SM ART

Indiin point

Trajton,

RALPH W

workj drive just
people are asked

war

WOUNDS.

Smith,

DIED

purchased.

116.01 to be

doing well, thank you.

klTTKKY TO

LbO

Hancock county, with a quota of $558,000, has cash sales of $393,883.99. which is a
per cent, to quota of 70.5, and leaves $164-

of

When

in Ellsworth

closed,

because here the

OF

MINING

security in the
highest rates of
interest of any government loan, instead
of giving the money outright, as was the
case in
tbe war work drive. In other
words, this is to be a campaign of “lend”
at a splendid rate of interest, instead of
»
“give with no financial return.

The New
England railroads are certainly productive of results under governman

the

world, drawing

COINI Y liOSSIP.

A

from

to subscribe to the

pose?

from

Alfred A

non-

over

Osklsnd
Town

Old

DIED

only drive, to date, which has
top
not reported an over-subscript ion.
This campaign will be vastly different

establish that station at East Lamoine,
where the government already owns
land admirably adapted for the pur-

hares

safely

found

N

Harold A Webber,
Sylvester M Kelley,
Fred Picard,

in the

such station on the Maine coast
between
Portland and Rockland.
Why not raise the limit a little and

control.

Arthur M
1

commerce.

tie

Miio

Amity
Ellsworth
Pembroke
Port Kent

DIKD

secretary of the Portland cham-

the State will
1

9a n for;

HARRY T BRYANT,
Lecuce C Burke,
Elmer O Sellers,

|

DsTid
Lo»eU

Au?uvi

Lnni;,
Harry G Decker,
John B Uauvin,

Notwithstanding the fact that Maine
has bad nothing but war campaigns for
the past twoyears, it is confidently felt by
these officials that she is going to come to
the front in the present crisis, and that

one

ment

Port land‘and

K

Conrad

savings drive.
county campaign managers will be
bis
Bill Hohenzollern is keeping
the regular county directors who have
weather eye on the German throne. been handling the war savings drive in
His : the various counties of .the State durng
Don’t yon worry about that.
other eje is on the allies, whom be the past year. The director for Hancock
We wonder, county is Edward'F. Small of Ellawor'h.
will dodge if he can.
The entire campaign will be in direct
we just wonder, if he hasn’t
already
of Herbert J. Brown of Portland,
charge
in
of
Holland
out
disguise.
slipped
w ork during
w ho has done such splendid
Buy war savings stamps, and help the last eleven months, and who will have
him as assistant directors,
put Hancock county over the top associated with
before January 1. This is the one war Benjamin B. Sanderson, Portland, who
has been with Mr. Brown since the start,
effort in which Maine and Hancock
and Deforest H. Perkins, formerly superWe
county have not gone over.
fail now, if we wish to keep
This is not
record clear.
giving, bnt lending, and at a rate of
interest that will average 4 12 per
cent.

9* n ford
9t

Dupuis,
Sidney K Koye,
Lewis F Hosktna,
Colie B Tracey,
AKVARD DeWirr,
John B Brown,

The

our war

Monroe
^earspor^

Adelsrd C

war

mast not

Belf«w

Kv*n«,

T&ornas O Cyr,
Kalpb H Bowden,

for this

services

their

Afield
fiiddefof^
^•cbiu

Downs,
Leroy F Cotton,

order to

have volunteered

ponis#4

Oliver H

stamps
tiring our boys back home at
the earliest possible moment.
Many of the principal workers of the
united war work campaign which has
just been brought to a successful close,

The most important announcement
yet made in connection with the
official plans for the peace conference
is that there will be absolutely no
censorship on the news which the

w»terhor(l

Wells ^

Heal.
WmJ A Johnson.
Willard B Man lee,
Howard Good111,
Philip P Hi* he,
Kohraim N Johnson,
Earl Parkinson,

W

1

H

F.e,.unt Pom*

Harold W

f

The

ACTION.

Leroy Hwttwm,

You Can wear The BUTTON
ALONG WITH The Rest OP

the

backed

hich

w

To

„

l>e,.| ,„rt

KIU KU IN

When all You
Join The RED CROSS 15 "A
HEART AMD A DOLLAR’’ AND

two years.
In order to make Maine’s record 100 per
cent, and to allow her name to go dow n

|.|sr

K..rw*u

Qwrj« W Perkin*.
K'tlpb M Himn.lell,
Chester U -Hone.
Austin J Applet an,

for

need

t.i

1.1*1* of

cam-

Miine, which »a to cover every
State, and which is going
to ask its people to lend the government
at least $6,000,000. This is to be an intensive drive on war savings stamps, the
only war effort in Maine which has not
yet gone over the top out of the doaen or
more which have been held in the past

H. Titos, Editor and Manager.

WEDNESDAY,

war

section of the

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

ADVERTISING RATES ON

completed

oeen

tremendous

another

paign

RLL8WORH. MAINE

W

have

Arraiige’iients

M.TV

*lrn

WILL YOU BE WEARING YOUR RED CROSS
BUTTON WHEN THE BOYS COME HOME?

InWhirh >Ulnr
Not Gone Over the Top.
W«r»-nor(

Thr One

EVERY WEDNESDAY' AFTERNOON

>

SAVINGS SI'AMl'S.

to

deal

with

and

children are necessary the Home Service Is ready to assist, to secure proper
care for the children needing it and to
♦*ase the mlml of the mother.
Milk

there
are
sick babies and babies needing
milk.
The American Red (Toss is establishing milk stations, and the babies
of Italiau soldiers are beginning to
thrive already under the competent
• are of the nurses, some of whom were
Infant Welfare nurses in our own
At
country before goiug overseas.
war

'•

may n»«

J
I
'iHAlNS—On Franklin street, net of
Apply to Cliptos Woodward

1
chains.
Ellsworth.

Jljtlp tZIant.U.

for 8»ck Babies.

Everywhere in the

zone

KKAMKN.
<li.no. for Advancem.nl-Free
frrr navig»tion tub _
Board
8.
D.
Shipping
it Portland train, .milieu tor o«
Short
in new Merchant Marine
Bridge. Two year,' ,e* riprrieicr
l.oarK
Satire or natur.Hted cltiien, only.
*>*»**
to Faana A
.1, week,.

J*

Apply

Bldg.
re hoot. Municipal
1.90 and 5 p. m. Saturday,

briwer.
to un

Portland

8.30

a. ni.

Jf etna It $elp fflantfS.

Home

Children of the Crusade
By JEANNE JUDSON.
Frightened and pitiful, they walk apart,
Through the familiar village street, grown strange,
Hand clasped in hand, they hear weird echoes start
From ruined homes.

employment, bbaiu:

for n, 1, plea*aul, easy.
For particular, address Pbkcp, A
Inc., 909 Anderson St., Portland. Me

HOTEL

;help WANTED

for
*r<\ WOMEN and girl, wanted
year around hotels
fine tip bote!*; al»° c
waitresses.
en
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub Be*11 ^
chefs, pastry and all-around cook*cook
third
ana
bu«a boys, second
hotel positions. Apply
Main
tkl Aobmcy, new quarters, 9U
4
aw *
rears37
Established
Bangor.
warned for best summer
bou
stamp for reply. Few high grade

>>«j
Chamber

Ov

the

upon families the aid of the Red
Cross nor to burden them with inter-1
No family should be apference.
proached unless some member of the
family or some person capable of
speaking for them has asked for the,
Because It is the desire of
^service.
the Committee on Civilian Relief, under whose direction this work comes,
to keep the service of the bureau
strictly confidential, the wearing of j
any uniform by the Home Service
workers hus been discouraged. They
call simply as friends and try to call
Immediately when requested.
In no Instanct is a visitor permit-;
ted to pry Into the secrets of the fumlly. Help is always ready, and the call
j
usually comes from the man In the
service himself.
Through the workers In
the camp or at the front he'
learns that his family may be assisted,
if
he does not hear regularly or
and
encouragingly he is quite apt to talk j
over with the Red Cross man or woman the affairs of his home when he
learns of the friendly Interest, and
thus send local workers to his family 1
The school teachers also are often the
informants, tor they know through the
children of the needs at home and are
glad to see the family's problems
solved.
force

war

found »dr

f 1*net

by proviujr property and paving chsrgr4Address Shiklky B. Homiuh. Marlboro,

I saute

»of
always*tre,,
botaia-rtI,.-work

Fear dumbs each small, child heart.

No tears rain down like dew to ease their woe;
Horror has dried the wells from which they sprang.
Like wee crusaders of the long ago,
Their phantom banners in the breezes blow.
If one should call out “Follow!” they would run.
Grime of the highway on their tiny feet.
Heedless alike of dust and blazing sun,
Forget, as dreams, the horrors that were done.
None calls; weary they rest within the shade,
The ruined church, where once they learned to pray,
Long years before the war had come, and laid
Their homes in ruins, made their hearts afraid.

Before the Holy Mother low they bow.
Perhaps she hears and soon will bring them
It must be she whose voice is calling now,
For see the cross is shining on her brow!

aid.

The light around her head, a nimbus gleams,
A Red Cross worker, not from Heaven, they know,
Yet Mary heard and sent her here it seems.
To lead them home to shelter and to dreams.
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Hancock m.
in E<i
Scprbmb Judicial Court.
Uborgh B. Cooksey
Seal

Harbor

and

Shore

Front

"Af

Company.
No.
the metier of » bill In
.ember 22, 1918, lo which It
*b'‘
of
the defendant corporation,
,j,b!lUie'
it.
is president, has neither assets
a vote
and praying that, agreeably to
21st
day
on
the
ed<
stockholders passed
.«iMoir
disao
be
ber, 1918, such corporation may
it is ordered:
at the court
tbf
That a hearing be had thereon
is
house in ElUworlh. Maine,
*“
19th day of December 1918, at
bearieJ
otnia
notice
that
of
the forenoon, and
attested
be given by publishing an
this order ouce in each wee*
Ame«
u>
secutive week, in the Kil-worth
published In. the at 1
a newspaper
K,et
worth, the last publication lobe
be*
“‘d
ol
date
days before the
noti« “*
It is further ordered ‘h»l
,nd of the
the time and place “*
the
he giY rnmniDJ
W
purpose thereof, shall
and Shore Front Water
di.‘„
or any o
clerk,
iU
to
hand
In
giving
laaat
at
hill >•
rectors, seven days
day of December, 1918, a W®
attested
this order Umreoin.
of
and
equity T. r. Mahoney, clerk of the
such by
county.
Judicial oourt for Hancock
rt
Oaantu J. Dona,
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o“Tbn0r“loJk

Kwn.
;£rAmerican

harbor
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Justice Supreme Judicial

c®“'t
4 true copy of the order of
Olerk 8. JAttest: -T. t. Ma.osnv,
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other

some

of the army
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body

irt

Kurd

one-ton

a

This prop-

tor ihe remodelling ot the
ortion calls
of the present hose cart and
j^y „| one
truck t harsis. The only
nutting il on
was whether to do
matter left undecided
the hose wagon undistbi„ o, leaving
an entirely new body
turbed and having
cart.
The diffrence
built fnrlhe motor
,nco«twill he comparatively slight. The

A

hou«e-to-bouse

j

the maintenance cost will be less
that of horsea. One horse for winter

Mias Minnie Bunker ia

ance in

$738 02
24 05

Highway
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the
7C0 97

Ira

By
for re?ti'facing Main street
ind work ou Weaver flats
drain.
TBACHBRM'

728 00
441 80
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It will he
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tostopworkon

drain
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at

mad'*

the above

ranteena

was

digging

vork of rehabilitation of

was

maintained

poorly

for

some

s

Augusta Saturday.
Mr. Barstow, who

Shaw, a student at Kent’s Hill,
home for the Thanksgiving recess.

Work

in

a

f

to

week,

numuer

of visitors.

trip

rom a

,

nd friends in New

| •1r. Winslow

m

Dec.

Mrs.

in

that her

son

hospital,

ill

were

family

closed for

Bos-

been

Harbor

family.

night watchman

season.

2._C.
A. E.

Wescott

is

visiting

at

A.

H.

nd wife.

returned

Nathaniel Bowden and family have
noved to Biuehill, to spend the winter

received word

ia in the

Harlaud

and

Billings and wife made a
1 msiness trip to Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. Villa Grindle of North Brooksville
s
visiting her parents, J. L. Saunders
Guy

Caribou

has

Hampshire

Hinckley’s.

V.

Portland

week.

Phelps and
Monday.
Mrs. Georgia Murch

Sunday

rith their

Rockland

son

Irvin.

Hancock Pomona grange will meet with
be
lalcyon grange Dec. 7. Officers will
lected. No evening meeting w ill be held

of influenza.

Mrs. Clara Leland has closed her home
for the winter and gone to Bar Harbor
Francis M. Dunbar, in training at Camp
to stay with her eon, H. W. Iceland.
his
i Sevens, spent Thanksgiving with
X. X.
Dec. 2.
he is
mi rents. The 74th infantry, of which
member, won the medal in the military
BIRCH HARBOR.
Devens last week, and
B. W. Hancock has gone to Appleton to carnival at Camp
each member of the infantry
visit his daughter, Mrs. C. A. Wentworth, is a reward,
j received a wetfk-end furlough.
Henry Crane will this week move to j
D.
Dec. 2.
Lamoine, where he has bought a farm.
The body of Eliza, widow of Lindsey
of Goulds boro, was brought here
Thursday for burial.

Tracy

Mrs.
Elisabeth
Cowperthwaite was
called to Cliutou recently, by the serious
illness of her daughter, Mrs. Frank

Worcester.
Dec. 2.

C.

atrofTHaasan*

j

J

The Cusk.
The cusk is a fish of the cod family
and has much the same habits and
It frequents rocky
characteristics.
ledges in the north Atlantic, especially
oft the shore of Newfoundland and
It is more extensively
Scandinavia.
used In northern Europe than In America, but it is sold in considerable quantities at the fish markets In New England.

NO TONIC LIKE HOOD’S

being

Sarsaparilla

Time like This,
After Influenza, the Grip,

IVhen

pure

For

a

blood, rebuilt strength

And regulated bowels are essential.
In the after-effects of influenza,
the gTip and other prostrating dis-

eases, Hood’s Sarsaparilla has remarkable health-helping effect.
It expels the poisons that have
■weakened and depleted the blood,
causing pallor, anemia, flabby flesh
and lax muscles. It is the standard
blood remedy with a successful record of nearly fifty years.
Many people need a fine, gentle,
easy cathartic in these trying times.
IVe recommend Hood’s Pills, used in
the best families, and equally effective with delicate women or robust
men. Easy to take, easy to operate.

"You think too much

about

your-

self," said the Moralist. "Tin1 secret
of happiness in this world is thinking
about other people.” “I do think about
other people.” said the pessimistic person, "but as they all owe me money,
such thoughts make me feel more
gloomy than ever,”—Birmingham AgeHerald.
Curious Wooden Clock.
Seattle, Wash., boasts a curious
wooden clock, three and a half feet
over
in diameter, with a minute hand
four feel long. The case is not guarover
anteed. but it is supposed to be
last
225 years old and is expected to
for some years to come. The works
in a section of Douglas fir
are

placed

end of which is ornamented
with the face numerals.

log,

one

closed

tnree

weeks

account of

on

in

AxoDYNEjjnjment

Worden and wife.
A

telegram has

of
P.

been

tiie safe arrival

Havey.
Mrs. Leonard

with

telling

received
of

overseas

Lawson,

Andrew

who has

patients?

Johnson’s

A. Holt and family spent ThursEllsworth, guests of George N.

Dr. li

day

doctor’s prescription for his

a

2^^* There ia only one Liniment you can refer
to which will permit your dealer to honeetly
answer
yes to every one of the above questions and that ia the century old and ever
reliable family friend and favorite

influenza.

For Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills, Sprains,
Strains, Muscular Rheumatism, and many other common ills.

been

her

Mrs. A. P.
cousin,
Havey,
weeks, has gone to New York for

several

the winter.

After serving with the British army
In France MaJ. Cushman Bice came
home when America entered the war
to fight with his own men. He was
commissioned a major in the air service. He was badly wounded last spring
but refused a furlough. He suffered a
relapse and is now at Walter Heed

Mrs. Aquila Bean of Lnionville is visiting her daughter, Mrs. R. H. Springer.
Her

Thompson of Florence,
Thanksgiving day with

spent

them.

and

Joy, who is stationed al
Mass., spent Thanksgiving

Ormaud

Hingham,
with their

hospital slowly recovering.

Eleven

parents.

more

the town

stars

have

been

added

SINKS

MANY

HUN

SUBS

French Marine Patrol Is Doing Effective Service.
A report just issued by the French
admiralty shows that during the month
of July of this year, the aerial sea and
coast patrols of the French marine covered a total of 485,330 miles.
This includes the work of the captive and navigating balloons, coast airCredit for the
planes and seaplanes.
sinking of many submarines by French
boats is given the aerial branch of the
marine service becpuse of its untiring
work in ferreting out the sea pirates.
The aerial patrol also discovered numerous groups of mines laid by German submarines in French waters.
During July, the report states, captive balloons were in action for 5,r>40
hours, dirigibles for 1,311 hours, airplanes and hydroavlons for 7,432
hours. During the months of June the
aerial sea patrol covered 447,040 miles.
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Winter

Jutland,
Harbor

Thursday night

Mrs. Bowden

bas

Mr.

make their

Bowden’s parents, Capt.

wife,
happiness.

All wish them

were

at Sullivan.

will

W. G. Bowden and

for the

Dec. 2.

ELLSWORTH
N. H. Grover of
C. A.

FALLS.

war

ISLE.

|800 to the
quota was |500.

over

w'ork fund. Its

the

guest of

week.

Staples and Albert M. Hamilton
spending several days at their
camp at Green Lake, hunting.

Irving Brailey
months,

Burton Haskell left Thursday with
her husband for a trip South on his vessel.
Deer Isle contributed

wan

and

Harvard

Clough,

who have been in the service for several

Mrs.

united

Clifton

and wife last

Oscar

are

DEER

Higgins

have been

winter.

C. G. C.

spending

the

discharge

have received their

at home from

Camp

and

Devens.

Harvard Clough went to Franklin Monday for his wife, who has been living
there with her parents since last summer.

They

will

w ife, who have been
past two weeks in Ellsworth,

begin housekeeping

at

Miss

'aiAittiissenuM*

Friday.

Lucy Haskell

and

Elmer Lowe

Sargent has employment in Ma-

were

married at the

the week-end with relatives in Birch Harbor.

O. E.

S., at its regular meeting, Nov. 27.

home of the

United States Railroad Administration

bride,

W. G. McADOO, Director General of Retire ads
Tuesday evening, Nov. 5.
Correcied to
Mrs. Forrest Coffin of Harrington was a
Capt. George W. Torrey of the schooner
recent guest of relatives here.
Frank M. Morey, accompanied by his November 11, 1918.
Mrs. Ned Sargent has returned from the ! wife, has sailed for Para, Brazil.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Eastern Maine hospital, Bangor.
Mrs. Mary Rich, D. D. G. M., of McMrs. Gilbert Gerrish and family spent : Kinley, inspected Harbor View chapter,
AMflPMlPM
Bar Harbor..Jv
td 45
25

ch ias.

Miss

Wallace Bickford and wife and Foster
Harrington have gone to New- Haven,
where they expect employment for the
winter.

Young
of

Mr.

Harbor

sister, Mrs.
during ter stay.

was

On his

return

he

Orion

Maynard
Myrick,
Sargent, James Webber, Roy Sar-

Lester

and Alfred Bickford.
services

were

held

day, Nov 24.

at

Private

Baptist church

the

John
Sun-

Rev. Mr. French of Steuben

The church

officiated.

appropriately
decorated with flags and bunting.
Back
of the pulpit was a large picture of PriSunday evening, Nov. 24,

interesting

an

program of Thanksgiving exercises was
given at the church. President Wilson’s

proclamation

read

Warren

by

Miss

spoke

iuterest-

origin of Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Rubie Tracy spoke of the many
things for which all had reason to be
rendered

this year.
Special music
by the choir. The service

conducted

was
was

by Mrs. C. H. Bickford.
S.

2.

WEST FRANKLIN.

of the influenza.

who—”
The letter ended there. A shell had
penetruted the dugout and blown the
German to pieces.

Wedding bells were ringing Thursday
night when Carroll Clarke and Miss Celia
Clark were married. Their many friends

congratulations.
Scammon and Harry Clark,
lumbering for Wolf Lipsky, have

extend

who

Floyd
are

built

camps on No. 8, and will take their families there for the winter.

George Springer, George Johnson and
Irvin
1

l

joyed
home

Springer, with their families,
Thanksgiving goose dinner at
of Gaylon Stanley.

a

the

Harold Worcester, who was on the vicrecent military con-

test

at

Camp Devens,

four-days’ furlough,
his

was

entitled to

which he

Haynes of Ellsworth
here for

home

Echo.
_

Mrs.

Abbie Smith of Ellsworth, who
Mrs. T. A. Pinkham’s, left

been at

last week tor
winter

Lynn, Mass.,

with her two

Capt. A.
Virginia,

spend

the

of the patrol boat
left here for Boston last

E. Closaon
who

to

sons.

t4

155.
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01
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
was

at

Thanksgiving.

Miss Cora

Annie Gray, Eugene Gasper, wife
daughter of Surry and E. F. Brady of
Ellsworth were recent Sunday guests of
Isaac Emery and wife.
Miss

and

Moore of this

place, with the A. E. F. in
France, since Oct. 23.
Naturally much
anxiety is ftlc by hie family and friends,
and all hope for good n jws soon.

Boston via
Portsmouth Iv
Boston via
Dover lv

*9 00

Portland.Iv

112
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Bangor.lv

Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzie’s.
Phillips Lake..
Green LakeNicolin.
Ellsworth Falls
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Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar

BILLINGS—At Peu«**)sc<'t. Nov M), :o Mr and
Mrs Raymond D Billings, u daughter
SMITH At Hancock. Nov 2i to Mr and .Mrs
Leon Smith. a daughter.
—
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4 00
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5 00
5
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signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
Dana c. doitglass,
f

Stops
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6
f6
6
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7
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General

ALLEN—PERVEAR—At Brooklin, Nov 26. by
Rev Frederic Emerson, Miss Edna Allen to
Howard C Pervear, both of North Brooklin.
CLARK—CLARKE—At Franklin, Nov 28. by
Rev C W Lowell, Miss Celia A rad a Clark to
Carroll B Clarke, both of Franklin.
At Ellsworth. Nov 28, by
CURTIS—SMITH
Rev B H Johnson. Mrs Harriet L Curtis to
Henry C smith. Doth of Ellsworth.
GRAY —GRAY—At North Brooksville, Dec l,
by Rev John Carson. Miss Ethel Verna
Gray, of West Brooksville, to Norris Irving
Gray, of Harborside.
HARTWELL-CLARK-At Providence, R I.
Nov 27, by Rev Elmer E Lous, Miss Lillie M
Hartwell,•,of Providence, to Eubertus A
Clark, formerly of Wheeler’s Bay, Spruce
Head, Me.
HERRICK-HIGGINS—At Bluebill. Nov 28.
by Rev E S Gahau, Mrs Hittie E Herrick, of
Bluehill, to Francis E Higgins, of Ells-

Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

PLUMBING,

—

Hot Water Heating, Furnac<
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST

Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Two Ford Cars
For Sale

!>l Kl>.

DAVID LINNEHAN

BRIDGES—At Rockland, Nov 24, Ira Bridges,
formerly of Veroua.
DOW—At Bar Harbor, Nov 29, Harold Dow,
aged 20 years.
GRACE—At Bar Harbor, Nov 28. Mrs Ira
Grace, aged 25 years, 9 mouths, 24 days.
HIGGINS—At Soldiers’ Home, Togus. Nov 26,
John Higgius, of Ellsworth, aged 74 years.
Nov 28, Hoyt
HAMOR—At Bar
Harbor,
Hamor, aged 25 years.
HUTCHINS—At Orland. Nov 28, Mrs Josephine S Hutchings, aged 47 years, 8 mouths.
LASKEY—At Penobscot, Ncv25, Mrs I ranees
J Laskey, aged 70 years, 8 mon ths.
NICHOLS—At Oakland, Cal, Nov 10, James A
Nichols, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 70
TAPLEY-At West Brooksville. Nov 28, Geruude Baker, wile of Harry M Tapley, aged
44 years, 2 months, 18 days.
W1LMARTH
At Bar Harbor,Nov 30. Howard N Wilmarth, of Provideuce, R I,
aged 21 years.
—

atmnusrnunta,

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

LAKE—DkWITT—At Bangor, Nov 28, by Re v
B P Browne. Miss Alice A Lake to Elmer L
DeW'itt, both of Ellsworth.
STOVER-BO WDEN—At Sullivan, Nov 28, by
Rev G P Sparks. Miss Leona O Stover, of
Winter Harbor, to Lester I Bowden, of Ells-

a

spent with

BAYSIDE.
has

Mrs. Eltiel

parents here.

Dec. 2.

Fy Iv.|10
Waukeag, S Fy .1. 10

Nason of Bucksport Center

Mrs. A. B.

en-

torious side in the
i

NORTH KMiSWUKl'H.

1

Mt Desert

Alice

the

on

thankful

!

was

Harold

Dyer.
ingly

S.

was

vate Merchant.

1

Dec. 2.

No word has been recei.ed from Forrest

for

Merchant, who died in France of influenza,

is in

with bis

Richardson, who has been
doing nursing in Aroostook county the
is
at
home for a few weeks.
past year,

on

accompanied

whs

Bickford,

Memorial

hospital

right arm fractured.
He was with the troops cut off from the
main army in the Argonne forest, and
without food for days.

a

called

Torrey, who has employment
Harrington, has been home for a short

gent

word

her old

Arthur

by

Barter has received

illness of

friends here

visit.

Ralph

Mrs.

the
Mrs.

Portland, who

by the
Joseph Rice,

called to Birch

in

Sorrento.

to

spent the week-end here.

Mrs. Emma Miller of

|

married

from her husband in France that he

called to

Tracy.

Eliza

her

were

Thursday to attend
Young’s mother,

Gouldsboro
funeral

wife

was

Frank Haskell.

George Hamiliton who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. A. E. Small, in
Bangor, returned home Wednesday.

and

Haskell

re-

Mrs.

Amasa

Ethel

in i Ernest Venghaus on Thanksgiving eve at
the home of her parents, Capt. and Mrs.

Donna Hanson,
who is teaching
Gouldsboro, spent the Thanksgiving
cess with her parents.

Gaylon Stanley ban gone to Bangor to
Shell Cuts Short Note Being i
work in the express office.
Written by Hun.
Percy DeBeck and family went to BlueA square hit from an American shell I
enJeil the hymn of hate a German non- hill Wednesday, returning Thursday.
commissioned officer was writing, In a
George Buzzell and family of Hancock
dugout In a French village, to his were Thanksgiving guests at Joe Buzzell’s.
sweetheart in Berlin. The letter was I Irvin Hodgkins of Bar Harbor has been
found near his body when the Ameri- i spending a few days at the home of Eastcan troops occupied the town.
man Hutchings.
“Dear Frieda," the note read, “I am
Harry Coombs and family of Ellsworth
waiting for the time when this awful Falls were Thanksgiving visitors here;
war will be over and I can come back also
Wesley Clark of Brewer.
and hold you in my a«ns. But first I
Miss Muriel DeBeck is at home from
a
lot
to
kill
full
to
will
it
my
hope
Milo, her school being closed on account
dozen of these dirty American dogs

Hid Sugar In Pillow Slip.
Government investigators are after
sugar hoarders at Pottsvllle. Pa., some
of whom bought large supplies before
the regulations went Into effect. One
woman was found to have 350 pounds
of sugar concealed in pillow slips.

as

R. E. Murcn and
L'ne Amie.

Yank

Caruso.

and

home with

WINTER HARBOR.
N. S.

HATE

Pearls at $35
Day.
Pearls at $35 a day Is the computation made regarding the cost of upkeep of a single string of pearls which
have been sold at auction in London.
Mrne. de Falbe’s pearls were sold
for $237,000, the largest amount ever
paid for any article of art or luxury
sold at auction.
Annual interest on
the sum would be approximately $12.000 a year. If worn but on a few great
occasions during a year, as is likely,
they become more expensive than

Stover of

returned home

£l)ec.

SPOILS

Mr.

and

Guy Davis.
Dec. 2.

far

as

I. Bowden of this place and Miss

Lester
Leona

to

in all. Following are the names: Harvard
j
! Blaisdell, Raymond Daly, Harvard Bean,
j Hollis Wooster, Armand Joy, Andrew
the P. Havey, Harry Harvey, Fred Gerrish,
Bertram Cummings,
JKennard Haskell

Incident Occurs on
Western Front.
The great war—breeder of romance
ami adventure—has given birth to one
of the most dramatic situations recorded since the kaiser’s hordes started
on their
march through Belgium in
1914.
A United States marine fighting on
the western front recently captured
his own brother during a raid on the
enemy trenches.
During the days of
the Civil war. when brother fought
brother and father and son faced
each other through the smoke of battle, such incidents were more or less
everyday occurrences. But in this,
the greatest of all wars, writers have
been quick to say that romance in battle was a thing of the past.
Private Harold J. Dlbbs of the U. S.
marine crops, tells of the incident in
a letter written to his parents in Great
Falls, Mont.
"A strange incident happened when
I went over the top. I saw a marine
capture his own brother, who had
been put into the Germany army while
on a visit over there.
Another soldier
of an allied nation wanted to kill him,
as he had helped in the capture.
It
was an Interesting sight, to be sure.
The brother declared his Intention of
joining the American forces.’*

got

flag, making sixty-five

service

CAPTURES OWN BROTHER
Dramatic

and

married last

Douglas Milne, who is at Camp Devens,
;

week

orders to return to Rockland.

Alton

son,

Mass.,

Per

Thoughtful.

a

during the summer.
Schools opened Monday morning, after

visit relatives

NORTH BLUEH1LL

was

Austin
roru

has

factory this

t the

Edward Hemick ia working for R. G.
Lelind.

Thanksgiving

returned

The Russell went to Northeast
> •unday to move Fred Winslow’s

OAK POINT.

town

Cleaves

of ten weeks to

j

Percy T. Moore and wife of Biuehill
with
to
true
spend Thanksgiving
elativea here and remained until the
I ollowiug Monday.

recently.
Florence Crowley and wife of Corea and
Mrs. Maude Davia and daughter Aunie, of
Stanley’s Point were week-end guests of
William Foss and wife.
Eittah.
Dec. 2.

recently.
All tne schools

Monday.

on.

Mrs. Charles Moore and daughter Vida
visited Elmer Dow and wife at Steuben

Roger Higgins

factory closed Saturday,

Miss Laura E. Cleaves gave interesting
exercises Wednesday, for
Miss Vida K.

has been here

walk out.

'hanksgiviug

bis returned home.

Mrs.

the

to

rlr. (Illlanders went to Boston

She

went

sufficiently

C. B. Colwell has recovered
( rom his illness to be able

time.

Irving MacDonald and wife

are

Richard

for Thanks-

Elisa Young died Nov. 26.

had been

the

in

so

many
past, the

Harvey F. Ray Riid Gerard Noonan
turning near VVytopitlock.

giving recess.
Mrs. Frank Rice of Prospect Harbor is
keeping house for Nathaniel 8owle.
Joseph Mathew* and wife have returned
from NorthfTeld.
Mrs.

as

be

not
or so

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Gladys Kolfe, who i* teaching at
spent Thanksgiving at home.
Wednesday

—

great sections
>f the countries devastated by the enemy,
ind the caring for and clothing for the
eturnmg refugees will constitute a work
hat will be ruore stupendous than any
he Red Cross has yet undertaken.

Mrs P. H. Spurting has returned home
from Boston.

School dosed

New'

no

>egun; that while there will
nuoh nursing of the wounded,

the

GOULDS BORO.

Miss

in

opportunity
roll-call by

of

ordered

Adjourned.

Corea,

child

Is it from

been

be

The American people will realize that
ue work of the Red Cross has really just

throw the water the other way.

to

and

was

arrangement

will

X)ssible.

for the Hale estate, that would throw the
water into the watercourse* north of Main
street, and

Cross

less
payment
ft-no more,
ind thereby
member of
becoming a
his organization for the coming year,
rhis campaign has as its miin purpose
be securing ot as large a membership as

a*

remembered that

Red

woman

be

year.

city meeting Mr. Ha^an

American

man,
England will be afforded the
)f answering the Christinas

passed
abovf, include* the coat of resurfacing
Miiu street, and half the expense of digging drain from the vicinity of McKenzie
:i its to throw the
out across Weaver
a
water into Card’s brook, the other half of
the ex,venae being borne by the Hale eslast

all.

December 16, the Christmas roll-call

the

Jvery

It was voted to increase the pay of the
foetnberfl of J^enator Hale bote company

tate.

Answer the Christmas

aunched, and in the week that follows,

2.381 18

TV roll of Ira B. Hatpin, jr.,

to

Roll
On

Oratid total

|50 a

Ready

few

a

Hope Perkins, who ia at U. of M
Thanksgiving guest at H. El,
Havey's.
Charles Brinton and family came home
Saturday from McKinley, where they have

the army, but
who must re-

RED c ross drive.

BOLL.

So 3
Common schools
High school.

to

only

377 88

SALARY

$770 00
441 &9

flO

of not

help they

No. 2.
Common schoolsHigh school

from

care

main at home. The American Red Cress
isks the people to welcome its
surveyors,
md give them all the
can.

Hagan. Jr

B.

the

great number of those

spending

Miaa

wus

queswhich will be sent to
Boston,
from
there to Washington to be

on

|.

2- Is it prepared for internal as well as external uw>?
3- Has it a longer record of success than any other?
4- Is it richer than others in soothing, healing elements ?
5- Is the price the same as I pay for inferior articles?

end at Asnviile.

and
sidewalks will be retained.
Mayor Hsgerthy. Aldermen Weseott, I placed on file as information immediately
Rrcwn, Moire (ward!) and dmall were I available in case of necessity. The tilling
nut of the questionnaire involves no
the meeting.
cost
pressi>t at
hulls of accounts including teachers’ ; nr obligation on the part of the person
table
on
the
at
the
it.
laid
last
it
is merely
signing
a
matter of
roll No. 2,
as follows:
record, and to meet a great public need,
medium* nere
and
help the government to locate the
No. 10.
$2,127 02
g4,li ot accounts
women w ho are
capable of giving assistmtbkbt com miss ton kb’s

ureanrt

A Questionnaire

days at Northeast Harbor.
Miaa Marjorie Springer spent the week-

tionnaire,

1

dobcruaratmta

E VV >

O. J. Hysom and family bav^ moved to
Bangor for the winter.

training,
ungraduated
nurses, trained attendants, practical nursW, mid wives and women who have taken
the Red Cross course.
These will be asked to fill out a

tiered
tb«n

request

department.

N

Bt'LUVA.N.

WEST

Thf survey is to be most
comprehensive,
and to include not
only graduate nurses
and nurses in
but

be about |»)0, and it is heteta! cost will

\TY

William Clarke baa gone to Macbifts,
where be haa employment.
Jamea Mattocks and wife are visiting
tbeir daughter at Portland.

will be made.
The county committee in
chsrite of the
survey is composed of H. K. Hamlin of
Ellsworth, chairman; Mrs. Charles C
ladd of Bar Harbor, Miss Millicent
Treworiry, Harry L. Crabtree, K. B. Holmes,
B. 8. Jellison, T. F.
Mahoney, W. K.
Whiting and Ward W. Wescolt, all of
Ellsworth. Certain towns of the
county
have been Allotted to each.

owner.

accepted.

was

truck chassis,

ou

hjt|)trr

TANK MAJOR WOUNDED
i/1 i
REFUSES A FURLOUGH

canvass

proposition of the C. L.. Moran*
presented by Harold A. Kobinson,

H

,

r„„

survey of Hancock county is to
be made
by the Hancock county chapter
of the American Red
Cross, at the

played

has

SURVEY.

County-wide <;utvm.
J'**r*»
Qtim

A

illed hy the aldermen to have him
instead of selling him to the un-

(f

„ >wly

„r'qin

horses

bone cart.

outlived its usefulness, and
meeting Monday evening it

uhviiiar

*<s

motor

■

ksk

Hancock County |t„,t (

l*ny Raised.

Klrrmrii’B

|.*i»rth I* t° have

Jilf

fort

to Haven Motor Hone

Telephone 117-2
Ellsworth, Me.
Public Car Day or Night

save:

(VIOIMEIV

by having your clothing repaired.
cost

money

hauled.

now;

Clothes

have your old suits

Repairing fur garments

DAVID
IS/lalr* Street

a

over-

specialty

F-RIEIISID
Ellsworth

Ellsworth Steam

Laundry

All Kinds of Laundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANIN6
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

j State Street,

Ellsworth, Me

$tofr86ionai Carte.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY HIDE OF

and Marble

Monuments, Tablets andJMarkers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Mo.

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of PortMid, for furnishing Probate and Surety UoDd
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, a,.

Amn iwm <r;*

ILuj.u >otunk

No other remedy will

I'KOUATK MuTICtlt
i» hereby *ivio th»t the (n o.. *
XbI appointments hav*- ucen made bv the
Probavt- Court within and for the county uf
Hanmv k. .State of Maine:
Emily s. Rogers, late <»f Brookline, county
0i Norfolk, common wealth of M *.n*u hu**etta
deceseed.
George B. Campbell of Ro and
Park. i-Ounty of Baltimore and sta e of Mary
lAtid, appointed administrator with tbe wil
du
annexed of the estate of said accessed
Not
of qualification November 5. a. d. 1918
he
State
of
of
the
M.«ire,
a
resident
feeing
fear- appointed Schuyler R. Clark of South
west Harbor, iu the county of Hancock. State
•f Maine, a- his ageut in said State ♦»! Maine,
as the law directs.
Gilbert V. andage. late of Bluehiil. in said
Edith M. Clay and Rosie
•ouutv. deceased
P Bri'wgs of Bluehiil and lrvitg S. Candage
•f Sedcw-cb. in said county, appoin ed ex
ecu to s of tue last will and testament of said
deceased; date of qua ifica ion Nov/tnb.r 12.
■VTOT1' F.

so

surely and quickly correct
stomach ailments, regulate
the liver and improve the
general health as a dose of

■

a. d

1» ftiarmmts

SHE KEPT THEM ON THE JOB

|

Beccbams
Pills

Tor Infants rriiChitH.-.-

NEWS

AVe^tabk' Preparation
similalin$ the Food byRefiul*
]

neither Opium.MorpKB®
Mineral NotNahcotic

of

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Yoaro

Afarm Strd

llinM

iftr

ri^hyw»/lw»r

.11'

A helpful Remedy**
Constipation and Dwrrhoc
ana

and Feverishness
Loss OF SLEEP
resulting therefromfac simile

!
j

-Signatart_of

COWO'NV.
[HE CCNTAUB

|

new

|

YOHj:

(

CASTORIA

!
;
;

F.xact Cory of Wrapper.

j

SAVE 16,000.000 BUSHELS
OF WHEAT THAT FORMERLY
WAS LOST IN THRESHING

PROVED SPIRIT
OF DEMOCRACY

Farmer*, Urged by

Voluntary
Showed

Basis of Food
Heart of

Saving

Food

BROOK LIN.

AdmlnlatraMn.

tion. Provide Seven Extra Loaves
of

America

Mum

Bread for Every American.

Mr*.
Mra.

Beat True for Freedom.
To the voluntary service and sacrtflee of the American people must be
the
continued
attributed
health,
strength and morale of the Allied ar- \
mles and the civil populace.
Upon this spirit of service and sacrifice will depend Europe's fate In the i
months to come. In the past year we
have carried out an export program,
the magnitude of which Is almost beBut with the
yond comprehension.
demands that have come, with j
new
the liberation of nations freed from
German oppression, our exports must
be almost doubled. Instead of 11,820,000 tons, we must ship twenty million
tons of food to Europe In the coming
year—as much as can be pushed

j

I

WHEREAS

beiran

by

reading the original poen»
plate. Mrs. West's poem
pronounced the best, it eipressed to

Alfred Joyce hat none to Revere

found at

to visit her eintere.

was

Fred Stewart and

Arthur Cole

eon

apent

Carlton

lam

week

much

and

each

in

dinner,

in

few

a

words.

During

Angt la |Babion of Roxbnry
Mrs.
Habson, Mrs. West's

Ry adopting cleaner threshing methmother, with a Thanksgiving cake, and
ods and by literally combing harvest
Emery Bracy and wife of Camden, who an
original poem suited to the occasion
have been In town a few days, returned to
Helds to gather grain formerly wast
was read by Mrs. K. R
Babion. Other
threshermen
I
and farmers of the Monday.
ed,
original poems followed, and t be clash of
i
States
this
saved
United
Mra. H. f£. Freetby and Miea Barbara
year
fully
wits
much
caused
merriment. After
10.000,000 bushels of wheat, estimated have gone to Andover, Maet>., to viait dinner the comj>any was entertained b?
Fred
the
amateur
comedian.
as equivalent to about seven one-pound
Watson,
Frank Davis and wife.
Music followed until a late hour.
loaves of bread for every person In
Miaa Marguerite Carter left to-day for
the country. This result, accompanied
Lynn, Maw*., where abe has employment
by corresponding savings of barley, for the w inter.
GREAT POND.
oats, rye and other grains. Is shown by
Maynard Linton is going to work 11
Mrs. John P. Staples, who baa been in
reports from 33 grain states to the U. >
Brooksville nursing, came borne Saturday, Clifton.
S. Food Administration. Other states,
and la very ill
Raymond Williams has sold his horse*
although not prepared to furnlsb defiWarren Ford, who has been employed in Ellsworth.
nite figures of conservation In the
C. W. Emery entertained J. S. Archer
grain fields, report greatly reduced at Wapello, Iowa, since last August, came
and William Blinding Thanksgiving day
home Sunday.
harvest losses.
This rural food saving achievement,
Mrs. Oscar Ford and Miss Mary leave
Inez Williams came from Mariavilieand
accomplished In scarcely six months to-day for Koxbury, Mass.. <o visit her joined the girls in camp for Thanksgiving
In
was
direct
time,
response to re—Arabel Rowe, Bertha Colson. Phyllis
mother, Mrs. Susie Sherman.
quests by the Food Administration,
Williams, Laura Chick. They have a fine
Mrs. Susan Judge, Mias Alice Judge and
asked
which
farmers and threshermen
Miss Anna French left to-day tor Concord time there every Thanksgiving day.
to reduce harvest losses from about
There will be a dearth of people here
Mass., for the s inter.
3*4 per cent.—the estimated average
this winter. Several talk of going a«7
Mrs.
1>.
G.
M
of
D.
McRich,
Mary
in normal times—to the lowest possifor the winter. Robert l^ughlin ia sell*
ble minimum.
Country grain thresh- Kinley. made her official «riait to Lookout
He has lost one horse,
log his stock.
O.
E.
A.
8.,
evening.
chapter,
Tuesday
ing committees carried into every j
valuable one, which ran away and injured
was spent.
evening
pleasant
grain growing community the official
itself so badly it had to be shot.
recommendations
for
Maynard Blaisdell and wife, Mra. Lina
accomplishing
Dec. 2.
the results desired.
Cunningham and son Virgil have gone t-j
In numerous Instances drivers of South Bosion for the winter. They were
GOTTS IB LAND.
racks with leaky bottoms were sent accompanied by little Hazel Kane, who
Dennis Driscoll and wife left Tuesdiv.
from the fields to repair their equip- has gone to Worcester, Maas to live.
to spend the w inter w iin their daughter.
ment and frequently bad order thresh- I
Dec. 2.
UKI Fbmmb.
Mrs. J. D. Phillips, at Southwest Harbor.
were
Ing machines
stopped until the
Mrs. Hazel Harding, who has been visitcause of waste was removed.
Rut in
Boston, Nov. 25—Mr. and Mra. Charles
IK-vens, and her
proportion to the number of persons West of Dorchester, gave a dinnerparty ing her husband at Camp
home Wedengaged in gathering the nation's grain Saturday evening, aud an enjoyable aiater in Bethel, Vt., arrived
crop, cases of compulsion were com- evening was spent by all. The dining
Word has beeu received from Mr. and
paratively rare. The Food Adminis- room was beautifully decorated. Lights
tM*
tration freely attributes the success of gleamed everywhere, the
masterpiece Mrs. Reuben Lancaster of Howland,
the grain threshing campaign to pabeing a large bell-shaped shade over the they have a baby girl, born Victory diy
triotic service by farmers, thresher- center of the table, and lighted by many Mrs. Lancaster was formerly Mi*» U***
men
and their crews.
Incidentally electric lights around the lower edge. Staples.
M r*. Chips* J*grain growers of the United States are This was designed by Mr. Weat, who
Dac. 2.
many millions of dollars “in pocket"
is a result of the grain saved.
•SSbrrtigruuntf.

J

NO REASON FOR IT

year of oar Lord oue thousand nine hundred
aad eighteen. In vacation.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of tbe last will and testament of
BENJAMIN GATHERCOLE, late of COLEBRoOK. in tbe county of COOS, and
stats of NEW HAMPSHIRE,
deceased, and of the probste thereof in said
New
state of
Hampshire, duly authenticated,
nance been preaenteo to the judge of probate
for ear said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
psmssa interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively
a
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hansoak, prior to the tenth day of December, a.d.
HR, that they may appear at a probate court
shea to be bald at Ellsworth, in and for said
eoaaty of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreif any they have,
ssss. and show cm use,
BERTRAND E. CLARE,
B

Judge of Probate.

Mei.LA».

Acting Register.

contracted with the CUv of Ellsworth to support sad care for those who
may need seal St case daring five years begin
Jaa t. IMA aad are legal residents of
4 forbid ail persons trusting them
t, as there is plenty of room snd
sas te care for them at the City
Axtsoi B. Mitobuu..
raa bones

To all
persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, maud
tor the county of Hancock, on
the nineteenth day of November, in the year of our
Lord ooe thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
In vacation.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered:
That
notice thereof be given to all person inter
ested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, on the tenth day of December, a.
d. 1918. nt ten of the clock in the forenoon
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
James 8. Condon, late of Brooksville, in
said connty. deceased. Pei it.ion that Bverett
L. Gray or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Grace A. Condon,
widow of said deceased.
Ellen Bishop, late of Corea, in said county,
deceased. Petition that Harry 8. Bishop or
some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
without giving bond, presented by Harry 8.
Bishop, grandson of said deceased.
Witness BERTH AND E. CLARK, Judge of
said Court at Ellsworth, this nineteenth
day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Clara B. Mullan, Acting Register.
A true copy.
Attest:—Clara B.Mullah, Acting Register.
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Misa

presented
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SHIPS

I

proved himself an artist. After flndinf
their places at the table by mean* of
dainty place cards, the entertainment

COUNTY NEWS*

through our ports.
If the Allies had not been fed by
been impos- ]
! America, it would have
slide for them to maintain their de j
tense against Germany.
Meeting this world need on a purely
voluntary basis, the American people ;
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
I
tUfontisfauai*.
have conclusively proved that dernoe i
Stephen Richardson, of Mt
De ert. county of Hancock. Stat* of
racy Is a success ano that in time of |
Maine by nis niorigage de*d aa>ed the 30ih
need it will rise to its own defense.
day of March, 18y9. and recorded in the re#
deeds
ot
for
Hancock
in
book
•try
county
If there were no other accomplish*6, pace 363. conveyed to Jobu W. So nit a, of
ment to Its credit the very fact that it
said Mt. Desert, a certain parcel of real estate
situated in Mt. Desert, aforesa.d. and de- |
has shown the strength of democracy
scribed as tollow*. to wit:
when Ellsworth Citizens Show
has in itself more than Justified the
"A certain tot or parcel of land situated in
tee Beecb Hill District in the town of Mt.
existence of the Food Administration
n Way.
Desert bounded and described as follows, to
In the eyes of the world.
wit: Beginning at the northeast corner of
There can be no reason why any reader
iheClata ot and running south eighty-taree !
Less than four months after the
degrees tad thirty minutes ea*t twenty rods of this who suffers the tortures of an
United States declared war the United
nsore or
to a s.«ke in toe ta«. side of the
aching back, the annoyance of urinary
cross roAd Irvin the Beech Hill to the S.
States Food Administrator expressed
W. Harbor road;
thence south six degrees
disorders, the pains and dangers of kidhis determination to meet America's
and thm., minutes west sixteen rods to an
ney ills will fail to heed the words of a
iren bolt, thence north, eighty-three degrees
food problem on a basis of voluntary
and thirty minutes we«t twenty rods more or neighbor who has found relief. Head
action and reiterated his confidence
ess to tne east
line of the said Clark lot; what an Ellsworth citizen
says:
thence noith six degr es snd mirty miuutes
that awakened democracy would prove
Mrs. Emma N. Burke, 13 Liberty St.,
east by the east line of said Clark's lot sixirresistible.
teen rods to place of beg nning and con.aius
“About two years ago, I suffered
says:
two acres more or leas.
The anove described
“Many thinking Americans," said
lot being tbs same as that conveyed by Mary considerably from kidney and bladder
Mr. Hoover, “and the whole world
C. and John G. Richardson to me. the said trouble.
back pained me, especially
My
Richardson, bj deed dated Sept. 4th.
have been watching anxiously the last
Stephen
a. d
1«T, and recorded in Hancocx county when J had to staud on my feet any
four months in the fear that demoregistry of. deeds, hook 329. page 566;” and length of time. I had other
distressing
I
1 John W
whereas sa: 1..
Somes has since decratic America could not organize to
NO ONE SUFFERED HERE.
ceased and John A Somes of said Mt. Dese-t kidney disorders. I saw Doan's Kidney
meet autocratic Germany.
has beeD duly appointed administrator of the
Germany
advertised and 1 got a supply
pills
highly
estate of said Joqii W. Somes; and whereas,
has been confident that it could not be
The marvel of our voluntary foodfrom C. E. Alexander’s Drug Store. 1 reaaid John A Somes, adnyniat rator as afore
done. Contrary proof is immediately
saving, now that we are “getting re•aid, on tbe fifteenth day of Novembei, 1918, ceived
benefit
from
the first and I
great
assigned said mortgage and tbe note thereby
at our door, and our people have alsults,” la that no one ever actually
secured aud sll bis interest as such adcan certainly recommend Doan’s
Kidney ready demonstrated their ability to Buffered any hardship from It; that
ministrator in and to the same to Johu A.
Borne*
and whereas the condition of sail
mobilize, organize, endure and prepare
we all are better In healtn and spirit
Pills highly.’'
mortgage has been broken, uow, therefore, by
voluntarily and efficiently In many di- and better satisfied with ourselves bereason of tbe bresch of the condition thereof,
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
rections and upon the mere word of cause of our friendly self-denial.
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidJohn A. Bombs.
Inspiration aside from the remarkable
the same that Mrs. Burke
Mt. Desert, Me Nov 16. 1918.
ney Pills
assemblage of our Army and finances."
Food control In America held the
had.
Foster Milburn
Co.,
Mfgrs.,
The history of the Food Administraprice of breadstuffs steady, prevented
STATE OF MAINE.
Buffalo, N. Y.
tion has clearly shown that the trust
vicious speculation and extortion and
Has oi'K ss. At a probate coart held at
of those who put their faith in democEllsworth in and for said county of Hancock.
preserved trauqullllty at home.
«i the pinetetntb day of November, in
tbe
Ltgai Cotters.
racy has not been misplaced.
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Thereby Promoting Ww***
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Harry P. Green’aw. late of Stonington, in

Attest

Bears the
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Ptmr*fci W
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a. d. 1918.

ARTIST NOW

Genuine Castcria
Always

ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.

Pred L. Dorr, late of Orland. in said county,
deceased. Flora E. Dorr of said Orland, appointed executrix of the last will and testa
ment of said deceased: date of qualifl jation
November 5, a. d. 1918
Loring E. Page late of Bucksoort, in said
WEST SULLIVAN.
Adaie L. Page of s«id
county, deceased
Bucksport, appointed executrix of the last
FROM OVER THERE.
will and testament of said deceased; date of
Gunner Penroae H. Mackinnon, with
qualification Novemoer 5. a. d. 19.8
Eben H. King, late of Bar Harbor, in said the Canadian forces in France, in a letter
county, deceased. Eben K. Whitaker of laid
to his wife writes:
Bar Harbor, appointed executor of the last
will and testament and codicil of said deSo you don’t quite understand what I am to
ceased; date of qualification Novemoer 5. a.
be after I finish the course 1 am taking. I
a 1918.
A Ingnaller must be
Monfcelle w. Abbott, late of Bucksport, in shall be a signaller.
Merrill Trust Com- able to ride bia horse while moving from one
said county, deceased.
State of
of
Penobscot
county.
Bangor.
pany
to another, and. believe me, one hna
Maine, appointed executor of the last will ; position
io be able to stick to a horse going over shell
and testament of said deceased; date of qualification November 5, a. d. 1918.
holes and plowed ground.
I have to have
Bdna Wardwell, late of Penobscot, in said some means of protection, so I always ha»e
of
Walter
Creamer
deceased.
J
connty,
rifle with me, and have to know how to
Bangor, Penobscot county, state of Maine, my
appointed administrator of the estate of s*id use it when in motion, so this is where
deceased; date of qualification November 12, musketry comes in.
If one of a guo crew is wounded and a
connty. deceased. Frank W. Bracket* of signaller is near by, he would be called upon
Portland, county of Cumberland, State of to take the wounded gunner's place until
Maine, appointed adm.mstrator of the estate
they send back to the lines for a gunner.
of said deceased; date of qualification NoThat's why I have to know gunnery. It its
▼ember 5.. a. A. 1918.
►■‘rank R. ffason, late of Surry, in said seldom a signaller has to go to the gut a, but
of
S<die
H.
deceased.
Candage
county,
we most be prepared, you know.
Stonington. in said county, appointed ad
I don’t expect I shall be called for a month,
ministratrix of the estate of said dec*ased;
but
don't worry. We all are anxious to get
a.
d.
1918
November
date of qualification
5,
Henry B. Moulden, late of Swan's Island, a chance to chase old Fritz right ofi the face
in said oounty, deceased. S. A. McDonald of of the earthStonington, in said county, appointed ad- |
I passed my last exams I spoke of splenministrator of the estate of said deceased; {
date of qualification November 19, a. d. 1918.
didly. although it was very hard, especially
the
said
late
of
Brooklin.
in
map-reading. It sure required hard
Harry R. Cousins,
county, deceased. Frank A. B>wdeu of said studying, but I pulled through with 100 per
Brooklin. appointed administrator of the escent, enough to give me a atven-days' furtate of said deceased; date of qualification
November 12.1918.
lough.
Sarah B. Harper, late of Castine. in said
I am getting along flue, and this old life
oounty. deceased. Emma L. Holmes of Belsn't so bad. after all,
to why should we
fast, county of Waldo, State of Maine, appointed administratrix of the estate of said worry? The news certainly does look fine,
deceased; date of qualification Novembi r 20. and, believe me, it won’t be long before this
a. d 1918.
old circus is strauded and Fritz will be shoutPhebe E. Thurlow. late of Stonington. in
said county, deceased.
Eugene U. Thurlow ing, enough.
If you could hear the shouts of the boys
of Buffalo, New
York, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date here in camp, you sure would know that
of qualification November 5. a. d. 1918
Not |
wasn't very far off. The Germans hate
being a resident of the State of Main*, he peace
has appointed Charlotte M. Sawyer of Ston
j to give in. but they know they're beaten. It’s
ington, in the county of Hancock. State of only a matter of time when they will be on
Maine, as his agent in said State of Maine, as
their knees, and they never will get up again.
the law directs.
Remember me to every one in Sullivan, for.
Leonard B
Kane, late of Surry, in said J
connty, deceased. Edmond J. Walsh of Ells- j believe me. I have a warm spot io my heart
worth', in said county, appointed admin- for that town.
istrator of the estate of said deceased; date I
of qualification November 5. a. d. 1918.
James H. Morse, late of Bluehill. in said
county, deceased. Florences. Morse of said
Bluehill, appointed admi> istratiix of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification
Creator nf Famous Paintings la Now
November 5, a. d. 1918.
Employed In a ShipAlbeit G. Johnson, late of Bar Harbor, in
said county, deceased.
Grace W. Johnson,
yard.
of said Bar Harbor, appointed administratrix
of the estate of said deceased; date of quaii
ficatiOQ October 26, a. d. 1918.
Seattle, Waah.—Edward Hill. se»!*ewis E. Coombs, late of Winter Harbor,
enty-four, who has been famona as an
in said couuty. deceased. Harry L Crabtree
of Ellsworth, in said counfcv,
appointed ad- artist tor fifty years, considered his
ministrator of the estate of s*id deceased;
tiny landscape brushes as poor tools
date of qualification November 5, a. d. 1918.
with which to defeat the kaiser. So
Kathleen L Coombs late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased
it happens that the creator of famous
Harry L. Crabtree
of BUswortb, iu said countv, appointed adpaintings la now painting ships In Seministrator of the estate of said deceased;
date of qualification November 5, a. d. 1918.
attle shipyards.
A
late
of
Gi.more.
Castine. in said
Mary
Hill was known in Boston as “Hill
connty, deceased. Wui. B Blaisdeli of Sulli
the Artist.” He studied art in Paris,
van. public administrator in and tor Hancock
eonoty. appointed administrator ot ibe es
Venice and Vienna.
tate of said deceased; date of qualification
“I am now painting my masterNovember 5, a d. 1918.
Charles H Preble, late of Sullivan, ins*id
pieces.” said Hill, as he applied his
W.
deceased.
B.
of
Blaisdeli
said
couuty.
brush to one of Uncle Sam’s recently
Sullivan, appointed administrator of thees
tate of said deceased; date of qualification
launched cargo carriers. Hiil believes
November 20. a d. 1918.
every artist in the country should lay
Dated it Ellsworth, this twenty seventh
aside his palettes and tubes and paint
day of November, a. d. 1918.
CtasaE. Mclcan Acting Register of Probate
ships for the government

Mothers Know That

CASTDRIA

Lsr«Mt Sale of Any Medicine in tho World.
Sold everywhere.
In Bosee. 10c., 25c.

l»i8.
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Net Contents 15 Fluid PneHj
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Daisy BakersIlotherSays
It is not only easy to do
own
your
baking with
WILLIAM TELL Flour,
but it wiU give your bread
a richer and • better flavor.
The wheat from which this
flour is made ia grown in
the Miami Valley in Ohio,
and the rich limestone soil

other nation la there so willing
of voluntary self-sacrifice as
la America—that was shown In the
abstinence from wheat
a

no

sense

gives it a delicious flavor
and wonderful baking qualities, superior to any other
flour I have ever used.

Find more wheat. It came; more
pork. It came; save sugar, It was done.
So Americans answered the challenge
of German starvation.

At the
so

really

Good will rules the new world as
fear governed the old world. Through
sharing food America helps make the
whole world kin.
Food control made sufficiency from
shortage, kept the rein on food prices,
gave the nation's full strength exorcise.

Starvation by Germany challenged
all tho world; food conservation In
America answered the challenge.
Food conservation is America has
the triumph of Individual devotion to the national cause,

same

time, it goeu

much further
save

that you

flour by using it.

Ask i/our grocer for
•WILLIAM TELL—and
prove for yourself that
it does go further and

bakes better,

William
Tell
FLOUR.

bees
.1

..

■i.iTT

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & WHITNEY.

Clarke were married
Thursday
Nov, 28 at the Methodiet parsonTheir many friends extend best

Cfcrroll H.

NEWS

COUNTY

age.

HARBOR.

SOurHWKST

T&e kino

of potatoes you
LIKE TO GROW

evening,

23. K-v. vi r Freese made
*tUfd»v. Nov
orgamaation of a Boy

Itld yen

Norria Savage and Holcie Coombs have
Bath, after spending a few
f preliminary
|
«>tb their families here. William
; rt*>"
Itout’a patrol.
F. Jordan acco npanied them on his
Loot, who has a good poaiway
MiM mt»
la at home tor a week's | to Portland.
nn in chmden,
and
sister.
mother
IX-c.
2.
her
with
«.

do any figuring on the
big crop of potatoes?
If not, let's do It. But before we begin just make a guess as to how much
you must get In each hill to make a
really worth-while yield.
A potuto of the size of your fist
weighs about half a pound. If yon average only two of these to a hill, or
four tubers just half as large, you
have a pound to a hill.
Yet nobody
who claims to be a potuto grower will
ever admit that he is satisfied with

returned to

ease

,'it

eialled bia lather, the
Bdward Bradleyot customs, a lew
days
oty collector
home ol Mrs. Will
at the
, seek,

NORTH BULL1VAN.
Percy Hooper and daughter

Mrs.

Irene

have gone to Hallowell to visit relatives.
Hanna, who baa been lor
Karl Havey, wife and little son arrived
Cipt- Will
ol
a
baa
been
barge,
#nw monlha captain
home from Boston Saturday.
I
to the steamship Oeva! as lira!
•ranslerrect
Zemro Hall and grandchild, Carlyle
1(,,,gjn. Irom Norlolk, Va., to northern
Havey, are ill of influenza.

Hanna

ports.

has

Wasa

Mr,

preparing

crew

he

large garage

a

lor

pound

a

will

Private William Hooper

the

Camp

have

huilton the lot purchased recently
ol Roble Norwiaid,
10P carpenter ahop

Devens

few

a

days

home

waa

of

ever

getting

n

from

last week

Robert Petrie left Saturday for Dexter,

near

where he has

on

road.
me Poult

employment.
Hooper of Milbridge

Mi** l>ena

is visitconsignment ol yarn lor aocka haa ing her sister, Mrs. Kdith Abel.
Mra.
Hte»
by
Lacy
art,
Ijiwrence Ashe, who has been seriously
pen reeei/ed
and she ! ill of
pneumonia, is recovering.
,bill-man Of knitting committee,

Henry
few

a

__

jjn,. William Stanley of Cranberry Isle*
a week
recently with her sister,
11 m. Alice Gilley, where her non Philip,
freshman at the high school, is hoard-

L.

greatly enjoyed

were

the

The songs

audience.
well-merited
von
anthem*

national

has

Pmlip

m

F. M.

Clyde Robertson and wife spent Thursday in Franklin with Mrs. Robertson’s
mother.
Mrs. Herbert Grindle and grandchild,
Kathleen Harvey, have returned to Bar
Harbor, after visaing her mother, Mr*.
Annie Hodgkins.

hearty

that

at

escapes.

On

oue

just left

the

car

hurtling

came

customed to ride
the

succor

in

the

was

ac-

th- seat

on

Eugene,

was

found that bis wife at

had

a

hope be

w

ill

af the Southwest Harbor

front,

he at the

While

boys

early

a

few

days

Young.

some

party at the
evening. A
with games,

having

re-

Ball and wife have gone to Lin-

Miss Alice Wooster gave a
D. Ball Saturday

most of them have been

home of H.

pleasant evening

spent,

was

Dec. 2.

Spray.

Lounder is closing her
Arthur
this week, and will spend the winter in Rockland, where her husband is
Mrs.

home

WOT HANCOCK.
J).

VI.

Jot-1

Mirail.nd

valuable

a

Edgar Butterfield and

wife

have

re-

Mrs. Fred Linscott left last
few we<? a in Boston.

week

for

urued fro

ij

A pleasant Thanksgiving day was spent
at the home of Levi Reed and wife. Their
three sous, Bert and family, Willie and

Boston.

Springer of Dexter

Hollis

was

a

Ed war t

everal

iing

wi

nd Mrs.

Her

u

returned

Hancock

Lottie Homer
kej.MM* noose for her father, E. W.
booster, at Washington Junction.
of South

Irving Babbidge has moved his family
George Sargent house.

into the old
R.

Gertrude Linscott of Bar Harbor
bought the Fred Linscott farm, and
here for the
her family
moVpd

Vlrs.
\n*

W.

congratulations
born Nov. 24.
R»-ui>en

rmter.

Harbor

M.

moved

Hagertb> house

j

receiving
son,

a

his

family

near

the Bar

corner.

Higgin«,

E-r|e

w

cmp'ovment in

has

ho

M.M.

EGYPT
u

Mr*. Harris Pettingiil. "ho bas been
Bar Harbor a few weeks, is at borne.
Allen Grant and

w

Harbor,

ife of B-<r

Mrs.

sister,

their

F'Mitinir

82 A WALL.
Mrs. Ina Hill is home from Rockland.

arc

Mrs. William Newman, who has been ill
of bronchitis, is much improved.

Nelson

Pomeroy.
M.

E. rtcammon

^•otly

at

spent

a

bis

with

home

days
parents

few

Med field,

<

tnldren.

A

Chart** Perry and wife of Sorreu'o
»pent Tbtnksgiving with Mrs. Elizabeth

Mia*

squad of Unc'e Sam’s

tioned

at

»be

Mrs Edith

| port, Conn.,

ratt on.

Julia M. Sawyer and Fred Bud way of
Kaugor, spent Tdanksgiving at the borne
Howard
of
Mi**
parents,
Sawyer’s

Hodgkins

Metcalf and wife have gone to
Mass., for the winter.

C. E.

reand

and

Celia

*

ife.

Clarke

of

this

place

and

ltiD

H.

%

w

new

radi

•

Doiliver has
to

join

sta-

i*er

gone In

husnand

Bridgef

»r

tie

inter.
John

Mooney

wa*

in

He expects to sail for F a
gage in Y. M. C. A. worn.
Dec. 2:
*
i*

is

sailors

station here.

town
nee

last week.

soon, to

en-

T. K. D.

uirm».

Good stomach
bid you know that a person with a GOOD stomach rarely takes cold or r
kick! It is true, and also it’s a fact that by careful eating and keeping
bowels nuturally active every day, a badly disordered stomach
*fL.i. Atmay be gotten into fine condition. The old, original,
wood Medicine 18 a stomach and bowel specific. \ou should try
it at once, following all directions carefully. That grinding indigestion with belching, heart pressure, acidity, bad breath,
ktupor, headache, backache and constipation, will soon diminish.
Appetite, energy and cheerfulness will return. Begin the treatUifat today.
Ask your dealer for the true “L. I. made by the
L- F. Medicine

Co., Portland,

Me.

its

most

two

important

raw

satisfaction,

days

the

FROM LUMBAGO

8.

Sloan’s

WEST BKOOKSV1LLE.
Parker J. Flagg is critically ill of

Dr.

scorn
EMULSION

Springs

went

is

spending

L.

Stewart

to

few

a

days

at

was

home

at

his

for

Thanksgiving, returning yesterday to
Boston, where be is employed.
Rev. Mr. Pimperly of New Hampshire
occupied the pulpit of the Congregational
church last Sunday morning and even-

of the determining
building up the strength

a Bowse, Bloomfield. N.J.

several years, has

U-9

ly

nf>/WT v

N

phia for Savannah, Ua., thence to New
Orleans.

EW>

-1-

ills. Harry M.

oris.
for

giving

Grindle and

Sanford

Clifton,

where

w

they

have

The Sunahine club and
children

and

parents

Thursday night,
Miss

which

teaching

a

few

had

was

Gray of Monroe

Monday
employment.

ife left

of

the term of school which

was

Ml. Rest.

survived

children

j and Clara
Dec. 2.

by falling from the steps of a store in
Bangor on hie last trip for a load of goods.
Mr. Grover’s many frienos hope to see
him soon in his store, as he is much

by

employed.
Marjorie Masked

Saliibury
brothers, John and
Charles of Hartland, have been visiting

Boston for the winter.

their

Devens

They
and

came

“quota”

usual
with

hunting visit,
good luck, getting
horns
the first
big

was a light fall of snow Sunday,
enough to spoil the Oiis prophet’s
omen of “an open winter.” Thanksgiving
day was like spring, with warm sunshine
and blue sky. At nightfall one could bear
the brooks w inding on their way to Union
river, just like the murmuring sounds of
the water in the summer time. Everybody had a good dinner Thanksgiving
day, and there was rejoicing in many
homes, w here the afternoon was passed in
singing old and new patriotic songs. It
was hoped that the town building would

in

the afternoon

for

a

com-

munity sing, when all the voices could be
heard together, as Otis can toast of some
excellent smgeis.

Dec. 2.

Davis.

consumer.

POTATO PEELINGS.
!

Discard the *eed potatoes which
show “small, black dirt specks that
These are usually
won’t wash off."
about the size of a pin head, and instead of being dirt are caused by a certain disease—the rhizoctonia disease
of potatoes. This causes a heavy pro
duction of potatoes too small to market.

a

i

from

has

returned

h

tine deer.
Clarence

Noyes returned home Saturday
“Camp Fairview,” w’here he nag
been the past week.
Miss

June

Dolliver

and

Mies

Pettigrove spent Thanksgiving day
Bessie Noyes.
Noyes

week for

Word has been received from

Torrey has beet) severely
Much sympathy is felt for the
wounded.
family. All hope for his speedy recovery.

home

was

from

Camp

furlough last week.

on a

Bluehill

is

with

Capt.

few weeks.

a

of

Mrs.

j

are

Stanley

who

Dorothy Gilley,

Walter Sprague of Bar Harbor

Schuyler

Charles

Kumill

of

West

wife

Ins

employment

Dec. 2.

1

Lilao.

visiting L S. Clement and wife.

Nov. 26.

BL UK HILL.

P.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

EAST SURRY.

Ralph

w

Lord has gone to
here he has employ ment.
Miss Grace

Lord

has

Haven, Conn., for the
Miss

Madelene

spending
Mrs.
have

a

few

W. J.

returned

with her

w

The

Laconia, N. U.

Kavanagh

days

at

New

to

gone

inter.

E

of

D xter is

E. Swell’s.

Winchester

and children

home

a

parents

at

after

few

w’eeks

Bluehill.

Capt. S. J. Treworgy, after a few days
has returned ro
his family heie,
Boston to take command of steamship
with

Lake Duval.
Dalt.

Dec. 2.

Any skiu itching is a temper tester. The
D<>ai.'s
you scratch tne worse it itches
Ointment is for piles, eczema-any skin itchat
all
Adot.
ROc
stores.—
drug
ing.
nior

surviving members of Jas. A. <Jar46, Q. A. R.. have adopted
ihe following resolutions as a tribute of
-espect to the memory of a deceased
comrade, w ho has recently been called to
jo;n the silent majority on the etciaal
camping ground.
fleld

jut*!, No.

Rrmiirttift, That by tbe dea'b of t.'omrade
Alonzo B Sanbrou, -ur post h
ii»«t ^bemuch-esteeme
member
the
loved aud
community in which he lived a exumplary
a
%
maxi
and loyal citizen,
good neighbor.
*
with few faults but many virtues
Resolv a, That to the family of our deceased comrade we ffer our sincere and
heartfelt sympathy in their sorrow for a oviug
hush»no and a devoted and indulgent father.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed ou record, that a copy be sent to
the widow, that a copy be seui to Thu liLJWj*
wohth
VM .-.HicAN fo.
publication, aud the
hall be draped in ru.turning for thirty days

Cold Weather

ComingGuests Too
Give them a warm greeting
with a Perfection Oil Heater.
Make the guest room comwithout litter,
fortable
smoke and smell. No need
to start the furnace till
—

winter

comes

earnest.

in

Preserve your coal till then.
Perfection Oil Heater and a
supply of SO-CO-NY OIL, and
be prepared for the first chilly
days. It saves furnace heat now
and supplements it later. One gallon
gives 8 hours of satisfying warmth.

Buy

a

light.

When potatoes fail to bottom out
well, even when growth has been good
It Is an indication of a poorly balaucec
plant-food ration—usually of scarcity
of potash in the fertilizer.

general stores.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
Sold

hy

easy to

ports

hardware and

THE RAILWAY ADM INSTR ATION
DISTRIBU
EARLY
ASKS FOR
TION OF FERTILIZERS.

S TOP and
THINK!
Now W ttu So'iovi

—

Go and Buy Mora!

the

year, as last year, reduce
Fertilize!
of fertilizer.
shipped now Insures at least a part
getting to consumers In time for use
and at the same time helps !n freeing
the railways for what may he more
uportant service later in the season
may this
movement

hvae

there.

and

Tremont

and

gone to Tennessee, to spend the winter
with their sou and daughter. They were
their granddaughter,
accompanied by

is better.

grip,
Mrs.

overseas’’

Everett

are

country co-operate in getting
spring fertilizer moved at the earliest
possible moment. Winter’s cougestior

with

pleased
safely “over-

Perfection Oil Heaters

The Unitec
D. C.
States administration has asked that
farmers, agents and dealers all ovei

Doris

will be

to learn that he has arrived

able, handsome,

Washington,

to hie

non Clifton returned rebunting trip, each or.aging

Available ammonia (or nitrogen) in
fertilizers is needed so that
growth may start almost immediately
At best the potato is
after planting.
The bulk of its plant
u poor forager.
food must be in available form.
potato

Bltie-

hunting.

from

two :

Grafton Pinkham, who has been critically ill of pneumonia follow im; an attack

not

opened

Whitmore

Friends of John A

left last

Mrs. Minnie Marks of

There

be

John

that

Mrs. Wilbur Carter for

day out.
but

Qrant

Harry

week.

for their annual

bad their

their

has returned

where be has Iiec-n

A. E. Foss and

marriage.

husband and

her

hiil,

a

he will be

The

a

MANSET.

SEAL HAKBOR.

Miss

for

resided

n

In, t*i

hJ

Charles Ward and wife were in town
ft w davB last week, visiting friends.

cently from

Baker,

bad

U.

du

home in Honolulu.

Harry Wood left Friday for Bath, where

missed.

brothers

Liniment

Kills Pai

an

Emery Wasson, aged fifteen,
Marie, aged eight years.
TOMSON.

arm

mother and

but

whole

economy.

Sloan’s
Charles Rich

;

Tapley,

Mrs.

Gertrude

name was

Hampden,

born in

She is

be-

by the union superintendent, who
taught five weeks.
E. L. Grover sustained a fractured fore-

Thanks-

after

here most of the time since her

finish

gun

died

at 3 o’clock

was at

whose maiden
was

enjoyed.

to

came

afternoon

Interment

sociable

a

much

Tap’ey

|

illness of several years. The funeral was
held Friday, Rev. John Carson officiating.

the

Keep it handy_ for the

rente.

family. The big bottle is

taker command of the
from Philadel-

the

This warmth-giving, congestionccuttcrir-g circulation-stimulating remedy penetrates without rubbing right to
the aching spot and brings quick relief,
curcly, cleanly. A wonderful help for
external
pains, sprains, strains, stiffness, headache, lumbago, bruises.
Get your bottle today—costs little,
means much. Ask your druggist for it

home.
Allen

has

relieves

rheumatic twinges

Portland
George
Tapley
Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving.
Clifford K. Cummings of Stockton
O.

Liniment

punch that

influenza.

when

mate-

a
longer period more goods can
made, even with fewer men.
This request ought to meet with a
hearty response from the farmers. Not
only will it insure more fertilizer,
which is badly needed, but it will help
tlie farmers by spreading their labor
over the time when they have the least
to do.
Hauling fertilizer to the farm
takes time and labor, and if it can be
done in winter, when there Is least to
do. and removed from the spring season when there is .most to do, it ought
to react to tavor both producer and

aun wile.

Dec. 2.

Nov. 26.

be

the Portsmouth navy yard, spent Thanksgiving *nb nis parenib. Clarence Higgins

railroad.

Dec. 2.

has

are

birth of

the

on

Brown

into the l)r.

Linacott of Eagle Lake, has
noveri bia family here for the winter,
rte hse emp'ovroent on the Washington
lister

>>unty

and wife

Brown

man-

during the growing
period of childhood. Many
mothers remember, with keen

over

Sidney Reed has gone to Portsmouth,
N. H., to work in the navy yard.
Melvin Tracey has gone to Portsmouth,
N. H., to work in the navy yard.

from

s

its

Four

gath-

the

SOUND.

Haven, Conn., where be bas been
»li»y a curing the summer.

Mrs.

at

Miss Evelyn Heed is employed at Reuben
Brown’s.

of Dedbam.
bas

Reed’s

M. R.

latives.

.Sinclair

represented

Dec. 2.

spent

Sew
■n

were

Mrs.

Crabtree.

from

bas

family spent TbanksTracy’s parents, Mr.

drs.

owing,

n*n

r«

and

fc. Tracv

be

where

William

Mrs.

generations
returned

has

Grsvea

da**.,
Iri^bton,
weeks witb

present, also

were

mother,

recent

•usineM vui.ur in town.

A

ana

Kmigeley.

toeutly.

W. K.

Norumbega

ire-taker of the steamers

cow

to build up strong

SATISFYING RELIEF

Co.

hood is

COREA.
rials taken over by the government for
the manufacture of munitions.
has gone to Georgia,
Henry Bryant
By working hard and utilizing labor- where be is employed for the winter.
methods
to
the
and
saving machinery
Mrs. M. J. Lufkin is at home from Adfullest degree, both have managed to I bison, w here she has been visiting her son
of
so
usual
goods
quota
produce their
Henry.
far. hut it is hard’to say how long this
Mrs. George Anderson and children have
will last.
gone to Gouldshoro to spend the winter
now
is
even
The fertilizer Industry
sending out an appeal to its customers
to order and accept for shipment in
November and December, goods which
would normally go out in February
and March. This it seems will materially lessen the pressure in the spring,
which has always been the “peak of
production” period. By spreading the
manufacturing and shipping season

music and refreshments.

November.

Coun-

of the Industries upon which the production of
fo«»d depends have been most seriously
crippled by the call of war. These are
fanning and the manufacture of fertilizers. Both have been hard hit by
the shortage of labor, and the fertilizer
business particularly has suffered by

By the irony of fate,

for an indefinite stay with their son,
Dr. H. W. Ball.

known

were

Shortage of Labor Reflects on
try^ Food Production.

coln

from since those last fighting days

tieard
it

Henry

was

recover.

Lncv Ball is spending

Hollis Reed and Raymond Hodgkins
turned to Boston Saturday.

Swan’s Island

he

H.

with Mrs. Kffie

“severely
All this brave young man’s

sounded.”

;o

Mrs.

Later it

action.

that

telegram

(neuds

in

killed

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY APPEALS FOR EARLY ORDERS

HANCOCK POINT.

the death of their

son

Re'^nst.

Dec 2.

deeply grieved and shocked to learn
ttut Mr. and Mrs. Nahum Norwood nad
news of

it.h nis

«

by Miss

families.

were

w«m

received the sad

re

John Robertson, William Murray, AlWentworth, Percy Hooper and Zemro
Hall, who sre employed on the M. C. R. R.,
Thanksgiving here with their
spout

community

of last week the

n

acco:^kui»eJ

whs

Long

vin

smashed.

Wednesday

He

Annie Paul of

of mercy to
field glasses

His

left

some

occasion, when
of the major, a

errands

on

big revolver

and

P »no, si***nt J'hmiksgiving
parents.

lieutenant

wounded.

who teaches »t

H. 4k« II.

he had

and burst

ovtr

where the

Krfje**

uta.

,jar<

te!li«gof hi*

though

Uuie

Burro*

back seat

oh

Gilley by

be usd
shell

received from

be arm.stice,

vritt-n since
lately

been

ju«f

summer.

J. B. Havey has arrived home from
where she has spent a month
with her son James.

acenro.
A belter

U. White and family are home from
Gouldsboro, where they have spent

Mrs.

a

sung in

were

only two list-big potatoes to n hill.
The average yield of the United
States, however. Is slightly less than
one such potato to a hill.
Now for the figuring.
There are
about 14,000 hills to the acre. At least
there should he, with normal planting.
When there are not approximately this
number it means that the seed was
poor, or the man on the planter went
to sleep, or the soil was in poor condition. »! Mmt there really wasn’t plant
food enough to grow a good crop.
Not every hill can be like the illustration.
That would represent a 400bushel crop. Many soils can’t furnish
plant food enough unless helped out
by fertilizer. Yet it costs just as much
to plow and plant for an average 100bushel crop as for one that goes 400.
It costs just us much for seed and it
costs just as much for land rent. The
big difference is on the income side.
The hunk account for a 400-bushel
crop is what makes it so attractive.

Merle

Portsmouth,

large
by high school girls
and
the
applause
by

A Hill of Potatoes Grown With Fertilizer in 1917 at Hayward, Wisconin.

Bertram CumU. of M. for

South

holiday visit.

begin

Lumber

steamship Boilsen, sailing

ment.

ibanksgiving services were held Thursday afternoon at the Park theatre, which
bad been loaned free of charge by the
#wner. Donald Mayo, to the able committee in charge. Five-minute speeches
by eight or ten citizens. Prin. Kelley chairman,

and

from the

Strong

Scott

Bunker has gone to Dyer
Brook, where her husband has employMrs.

mat his next army leave will be a muster
Dan Lawton and others came from
for the

Haskell

mings were home
Thanksgiving.

tm.

]..

days.

Kennard

Many Thanksgiving dinner parties were
a measure of hospitality
riven here, with
never
known
before.
i:,d gratitude
Lowell Bickford came on a short furlough
fromCbmp Deveus, and may safely expect

abipyard*

Machias for

George and Will Robertson, who are
employed at Goodwin’s Siding, were home
Thanksgiving.

ing-

3*tjcrtisn..nu»,

Her husband is work-

factors in
ing.
of their children. Sooti’s is a
Mrs. William
T. Blodgett, who has
source of nourishment and
strength been seriously ill of pneumonia, is better.
that ought never be overHer husband, who was called home from
looked by the mother of C*® Camp Devens, returned yesterday.
today who is anxious about YlW Capt. Robert E. Tapley, who has been
her fast-growing boy or girl.
inspector of hulls at Norfolk, Va., for j

George Robertson, Ralph Bunker and
Philander Youngare home from Portland.

»prnt

!

Lawrie is home from

with her mother.

ing in the woods.
Shirley Stewart has gone to Bar Harbor,
where he bag employment on the steamer
Pemaquid.
The Nation needs strong Eight men and boys left last *eek to
men and the right time to work in the woods for the Cherry field

was one

t

sould he glad to have Red Cross mem*
bcrsrall at headquarlera lor the yarn.
SPRAY.
Nov. 27.

airomi&nnnufc

PERFECTION
OIL HEATERS A

Look for (A#

Maine
Sons
25,000
^

Our
call and

We have answered the call

answered their country’s
better soldiers fought on

boys
no

the fields of France.
*

>

out

^

the

Although

has

fighting

now

Are

Top Week”
Savings Stamps.

War

aside

set

as

in Maine

“Over the

on

the uniform of the

wearing

now

do this the week of

to

December 7-14, has been

before the Huns surrendered.

as

great

bought.

In order

stopped
War Savings Stamp money to bring
our boys safely home; the need today is
as

be

must

Government needs the

our

complete
of $6,000,000 more,

stamps to the value

—

_

SAV-

To make the record

INGS.

The deeds of this year will stand
in the records of all time.

WAR

EXCEPT

campaigns,

all

on

STARS AND STRIPES
Patriotically contributed

put Maine

to

the

over

in War

top

Savings Stamps, by
UNION TRUST COMPANY

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK
here

NEW."

COUNTY
a

cos

Roy Mead has purchased
Misses

spent Thanksgiving

Farnsworth

Mi*« He**n Stnt'h

pair of work

a

Joseph Bray of Bucksport.
Helen
Picketing and

horses of

T. F

reeenrlv.

in

Orono.

spent Thanksgiving with W. T. Hill and wife, Bucksport
turned

and

»u

By

Penobscot
spent Thanksgiving at the home of Georg*
Bernice

Varnum

of

Marion

of

Uibb»

Thanksgiving with her
Gibbs and wife.

bill to

10

v»

inter.

Waterville to

spend

ife

have gone t«
the winter with tini
«

Reynolds

of this

place

were

They

wishes of

and

the

best

Rich

will

reside

at

ail.

Mr.

mr

marriec

recently at Portsmouth, N. H.

Portsmouth

hav.
r*.

lor

ttu

present.
Rev. Per ley B. L. Seller of
former

pastor

preached

of

at tbe

the

Mapleton,

•-

Federated church,

Union

church

last Sun

and

He

will
everting.
morning
the pulpit at thr* church next
and
The
Sunevening.
Sunday morning
day school will be belli at 12 m.

day

occupy

Dsc. 2.

1918.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Miss

Juliette Simpson is borne

Jeanette
Franklin.
Miss

Mrs.

W i

ia«n

Clark

is

on <i

vi-it.

visiting

for the

w

a

David An.'ell

in

officiating

whs

at

before

North
in

P

my

leNVing

thsof

was

Harry Mscomher and wife and Madam
Macoinher of Cast me

was

a

i,

Orland.

Arnes of
charter

Mrs.

member

of

Th

Electa

until

the close of

have

ih-en

Ellsworth,
L. W
ing

ter

a

few

severecases

C inton

hii

in

working
can»e

horn-

cal ed

of grin h*

Thanksgiving day.
and family, who

have

summer

Poinr v,

who

woods

near

the

victory boys’ and girls’ club of
Clark bigb school held a successful dance
at tbe town ball Thanksgiving eve. The
club has so far pledged |71 for tbe united
wrar work fund.
The Penobscot boys’ and
girls’ club has pledged §11815.
These
show
the
loyal, patriotic feeling ol
figures

quite ill.

apem Thanksg
Harbor, guea s of i'neawife,
l’neir daughter
there, and attends bi ;b

RumiHand

Bottoms

Marie,

an

hoards

Arthur

Hutchins

w

ife

v-

1

tbe

Bain

and

family

rcturnel

to

1-abeita.

!

pupils

Tbe

of tbe schools.

meeting and election of
chapter. O i£. 8., will
t>e held at Masonic ball Friday evening,
December 6, at 7 30.
This is an important
annual

officers of Penobscot

their home at Gwi’a Head in his suto.
and Ray Dow and family wen
to their
home in Owl’s Head in C«pt. Bain’s boat,

Riverside

beautiful.

wife

A. E.

The

»e.

j
]

meeting as there is
taken up. and it ia
large attendance.

much

business

to be

hoped there will be

Dec. 2.

Everett

Slavey of Northeast Harbor, and
Seavey of Cainp Devena spent
Dec. 2.
X.
with tb- ir parents. Edwin
jI Thanksgiving
S-avey and wife. Edwin returned to
( ramp this morning.
EAST LAM OINK.
Perry Robbins and family of Vl<‘Kmley
Miss Florence Asbinore is visiting iu
! are guests of Mrs. Robbins’ sister, .Mrs.
Hancock.
! Louie Huiner. Her husband left Usi week
Jn*ne* C-*bi!f and wife have
gone tc
| to go tlsbmg wnib Capi. St mu lev, in
Bangor for a few day*.
scho«Mi* r Connt bun.
Frank Murcband wife of Lvnn, Mass.,
Ue«* 2.
Thelma.
have been visiting h r parents. Dyer
Young and wife.
SURRY.
Fred Merchant of tbe II. S navy, with
Francis Cur i* went to Boston Saturday.
*r
Mfsion Monday,
Mrs. Merc
mi. left
Helen Clark returned home Saturday.
aft* r-pend
g their v*t*a« ion w ith reliArbutus grange w ll e eet ffie- rs Siturt i v» s he»v.
M.
Dei. 2.
ay evening, IXt. 7. All members are reirihuies were

and

Thonib*

guests of

Snowman.

Southwest

a

a

Woodlocke.

wife

returned

home

are

daughter

their

and

Cleaves

of U.

of

George N. Worden of Ellsworth

M., and
were

in

bumuess

Maine tor

home from
the

of the

Lock’s

pnsf

summer

large con-

Abbott

where be has

left

Monday
employment.

for

is

stances

hoped the usual force

celled fur.

collection of

A

Rev. C. W. Lowell left for Boston 8atur-

There

was no

service

at

tbe Metbo-

Sunday. Wallace Lowell and
friend, who spent Thanksgiving at the
parsonage, returned lo Orrington Saturla.V.
Misses Marie and Gertrude McFarlsn

diat church

Ellsworth, who spent their Thanksgiving recess with their grandparent*.
Edward Phillips aud wife, were agreeably
surprised by fourteen young friends FriIn tbe party were Jessie
day evening.
xud Addie Bragdon, Celia and Isabel
maid, Elfreda and Audrey McUown.
Herbert Marshall. Lloyd and Jesse Pernaid, George and Joseph Bragdon, Howard
Billings, Bernard Sprague and Percy
It was a delightful eveniug
Goodwiu.
of

lor

P. Merrill and wife and 1. E. Stanley
returned from Boston last week.

Tbe boys’ and girls’ agricultural club
its third annual contest Monday
evening in tbe grange hall. A brief but

follows:

welcome,

Mr. 'os-

storv

leader.

Nancy
prizes,

A.

Gordon;

C*n-

Young;

storv,

collection

ward-

8.

—

—

j

—

liams. fl.50; Haymond DeBeck, fl

HANCOCK.
Mias

Frances Page

was

a

Thanksgiving

guest ol Mrs. Wilbur Smith in BID worth.
a

Mrs. Edith Joy Towle of Portland
Elizabeth Oake«*

week-end guest of Mrs.

of

BOTH’ AND G1RLB’ CLUBS.

year
singing*

sum anot her

as

Small Garden
John Blaisdell. jr.,
Martin Dyer,
fl 50; Ethel Harrimau,
fl 50; Charles 8buinan, fl; May Tourilett
fl.
Harvard
Olive Smith, $2;
Poultry
DeBeck, fl; Irving Clark, $1
Arbiue Smith, fi; Laura WilPigs

all.

B.

tbe
Imre

Canning— Olive Hmith. &■ Uura
Williams, f2; Arbine Smith, f-; Olive
DeBeck,
$1.50;
Gladys 8antD, f 1.50;
Heaths Gordon, f 1.60; Nellie Coombs,
fl; William Blaisdell, fl: Etbrl Clark,
fl; Loia Joy, fl.

|5 yras

taken for the Red Cross.

dsy.

like

local

awful

8. 8c*ramou; Club yell,
singing, “America.”
Tbe cash prizes were divided, f- first,
winners
§1.50 second, fl, third. Tbe
ing

Family dinner parties were in order
rbsnksgiving day.. Tbe evening church
service was not so fully attended as circum-

Bangor,

F.

Mrs.

signment of pajamas to complete, and will
meet Tuesday and Friday afternoons this

week, when it
wil! be present.

of

a

encouraging

such

Pig, Laura
Williams; reading, VirgiQta Colima;
story, Canning, Olive bmitb; piano sole,
William Hlaisdell; story, Canning. 01«ve
DeBeck; recitation, John Blaisdell, jr.;
story, (isrdeu, Charlie Shuman i* x u“cd);
atorv. Canning, Arhiue Smith, remarks,

and fall.
a

remarks

response,
nmg. Heat ha

junior volunteers is
Mills, where he ba»

The Red Cross local unit has

was

ell;

Thanksgiving.

Dyer

of

wisdom

and arrauge for
The program

club;

Monday.
Mitses Helen Bragdon and Leona DeBeck wtre home from the University of

town on

the

see

boys and girls along

BLCEHILL.
Basil

will

from

Dec 2.

Edwin

>

Dr. Sherman

ntant

school.

and

her life here.

r* are

Henry Goodwin

Mrs

-bapter, O. E. S., and one of ita moat
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